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Andrew Barr, Arkansas
Evan Everett , Arkansas
Hudson Kersh, Arkansas
Sebastian Kc.rsh, Arkansas
Alex Pritchell, Arkansas
Ethan Rai no, Arkansas
J.T. Smith, Arkansas

Noah Bloomdahl, Arkansas
Bryson Burnett, Arkansru,
Ryan Chung. Arkansas
Drew Creek, Arkansas
Matthew Friemel, Arkansas
Andrew Giebel, Arkansas
Peter Giebel, Arkan~s

Brody Koch, Arkansas
Matthew Mayeux, Louisiana
Camarion Raino, Arkansa!i.
Joseph Smith, Arkansas
Jack Van Der Putten Texas
Lane Wilson Louisiana
Daniel Wu, Arkansas

Class officer
President:
fa,m Everett

The <;e\'cnth and eighlh graders had a good time learning school chants from the seniors at the
first pep-r.illy. Andrew Barr said, "I lo\'ed gelli ng to see my older brother ls:;.1c lead the chan ts."

In 25
words

alittle good
alittle bBd

"You never have something not to do
and when you are doing wemthi ng you
are h<Wi ng fun."

- J.T.SmitJi

Lane Wilson (8)
"I like being a student here
at Subiaco because of the
education and friends.
I would rather be the smartest kid in
my class than not have to go to
school.
I dislike that I am a boarder and do

"It's different bee-au~ there are no
girls in school and the work is more
challenging. I also get to meet a lot of
upperclnsi.man."
- l-lmlso11 Kers/1

"This is the best school I ha\"(• ever
been to. You alwav:; have something
todo:
- Ethn11 lfoi110

Alex Pritchell, with a
latc,1rri\"a[ to the
school, still has his
shv moments but has
m~de friends.
Fa r Right: One set of
twins in the middle
school grndes is
Sebn!ili<1n and Hudson
Kersh.

set of twins is Peter and
Andrew Giebel of Fort
Smith.
Oass Officers
President Daniel \\"u
Vice President: Rvan
Chung
·
Represenlati\'es:
Matthew Mayeux and
Drew Creek

Bryson Burnett (8)
"I enjoy Subiaco because of
the people I have met and the
friendships I ha\'e gained
I would rather ha\'e no school than
be the smartest in my class
I don't like how there is no TA on
Friday:.."

Korbin Hawkins, Arkansas
James Hawsey, Loujsiana
Logan Hess, Texas
Tanner Komp, Arkansas
Sebastian Lacerte, Florida
Benjamin Lee, \iassachusetts

Seunghwan An, Seoul
Luke Castro, Arkansas
Vince Dang, Texas
Nevin Furr, Arkansas
Micah Harrison, Arkansas

Emmanuel SibiUa, Me,ico
Ashton Slater, Florida
Joey Sparks, Arkansas
Giovanni Vargas,Texas
Lane Watts, Ad,ansas
Travis Wolfe,Te>.as

Ninth graders Giovanni Vargas and Ben Lee enjoy their first Subiaco Homecoming week and
being a part of the tradition. This being their first year at the Academy they were fully able lo
participate and "show our pride for the Academy and to show that we are frat boys at heart."

Favorite School Memory

"Getting to know new people during the
first few weeks of school." -Luke Castro
\'ice Pr~ident Jam~ Haw~~-;
Representati\"e Ben U..-e; Pr~1denl Gio
\'argas.

Most Embarrassing
School Memory
"Playing my fir,t football game as a Subiaco
Troj,m." • Lukas Rainwater

•when I had ants
mm\"roomand
they ·wouldn't
lea\·e."
- Ashton Slater

"\faking it on the honor roll for the first
time, making my fam ily and myself proud."
-Tanner Komp

"Making new friends this year and making
new relationships.• - Emmanuel Sibilla

The Short Trip
Logan Hess, a boarding student, could
not have been "more happy" when he
saw the record number of students
who brought their bikes on campus to
enjoy the beautiful bike trails around
campus and its surrounding areas.
Students were encouraged by
Headmaster David Wright to bring
bikes on campus. Several weekend
outings were planned around bikes.

"\\'hen I was
running late to da-'>.'>
in Wardlaw and
forgo! my keycard
and was stuck
outside for half the
class."
- Korbin Hawkins

The ninth grade class feel hyped up and ga\·e it all the\· h.1d
during a prep rally while cheering their ninth grade chant
saying· \Ve arc lhe cla.!>s of 2--0-2-3 l\'.OO WOO \\'00."

James Bou rgeois, Lousiana
Joshua Bowman, Arkansas
Luis Alvarez, Mexico
C h;irlie Cast;igno, Arkansas
Robbie Clegg, Arkansas
C hristian Cloyd, Arkansas

Emre Cure!, Turkey
John Ho, Texas
Jeff Isbell, Florida
Sah ir lsei, Curacao
Evan Keenan, Arkansas
Tin Le, Te).as

Adam Donaldson, Arkansas
Emilio El Kilani, New York
Joshua Gann, Arkansas
Amari Gardner, Arkansas
Conner Gosalvez, C.1lifornia

Joosung Lee, Gyronggi-Do
Seth Lisko, Arl,.an:.as
Justin Luidens, Curacao
Ivan Ma rtijn, Curacao
Jonath.tn Mercera, Curacao

"I could not live
without ... "
What advice do you have

for incoming freshmen
next year?

"A refrigerator.
I bought a mmi
fridge for in
Heard Hall."
- Joosung Lee

"Girb."
• EmreGurel

-Ill-

Read the boob and
do

--

"\'ideo games and
breaks from this

school."

_,__

- Robbie Oegg

Be prepared lor lolS al
homework.

Make ..... to .....

-.s of everything and
make sure to always
hm,yourchromobook
cJwg,,d.

.,.,,_

Top: The University of the Ozarks hosts a
college visit for area sophomores.
Middle left: Ben Lee does the bat spin for the
sophomore class.
~liddle right: Home Friday night football games
gh:e boarders someplace lo go and cheer on the
Trojans.
Bottom left: Sophomores lead the the first pep
rally skit.
Bottom right Justin Post participates in the
musical chairs game.

"Food."

- George Urlakis

Michael MiUer, Texas
Jeadan Nieveld, Curacao
Maximino Perez, Arkansas
Jaxon Perreault, Arkansas
Justin Post, Arkansas

Wesley Sc.hlu terman, Arkansas
Jackson Seiter, Arkansas
Daniel Simon, Arkansas
Lucas T udo r, Arkansas

All-out Effort
Jon.-.than Re~nd12
(10) laces the -.emor
class m a gaml' of
baggo.

StuCo Class Officers: Charlie Castagno,
President; Justin Post, Vice President; Jackson
Seiler, Representative.

Study Hard
While thcycouJd take notes on Chromebooks fo r Pre -AP biology class, Max Perez (10) and Daniel Simon
(10) use theirs for gaming before class. Daniel enjoyed the science class. •\Ve learned a little bit about what
causes cancer," said Daniel. "There are a lot of people who get cancer:

Friendly Competition
~oshua Bowman (10) said, "The ri\'alry between Adam Donaldson (10) and me is unstoppable when
at comes to ping pong. faeryday after lunch we play ping pong. Last year when we started playing I
w,,sn't ''ery good and always lost, but this year l'\'e become a better player. Now, I'm able to finally
beat Adam Donaldson at ping pong."

1. Ju,tm Lu1J"•n, 10)
trn.>, hi$ h.and at
"at"·r balloon t,,...

3. han \farttjn (10)
race-. \ander Rankin
dunng the bat .,pin
r,l\.C

4. Thl' -.,)phomoncla.., face the jumor-.
m ultimate fn.,bt-e
during the
Homecoming gaml'

Wonder Why
Jonathan Merccra, a new student, struggled with
sleep habits. His friend Jcaden Nieveld said,
"When you don't understand anything,
sometimes the best option is to just sleep."
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•\\'e mainly play ping pong now but at
the beginning of the ~·ear we played pool
C\'eryday. Behveen the two of U!>, it's
,1lways a dose match to see who wins but
I usually \\;n e,·cryday,"
·Joosung Lee (10)

Ad-tm Ackel, Louis,ma
Kevin Allen, Arkansas
Samuel Amegniavc,
Maryland
Freddie Armstrong,
Arkansas
Brya n Bond, Oklahoma
Austin Bowman, Arkansas

Class of

Hunter Criswell, Arkansas
Leon Dang, Texas
Gunner Didion,Arkansas
Anthony Do, Arkans.,.,
Joshua Eads, Texas
Aidan E\•erett, Arkan'>ilS

Andrew Bui, Georgia
Chandler Burroughs, Arkansas
Tony Castillo, Arkonsas
Ty Castro, Arkonsas

Jackson Frederick, Arkansas
Clay Huber, Arkansa.,
Javier Iglehart, Texas
Zachary Ingle, Arkan~s
Arturo Jamie, Arkansa<,
Jacob Kay, Oklahoma

in the FUTURE
Blake Zimmer
He <;pent the second
seme!>ler in
Washington, D.C, as
a C.S. Senate page.
He ho~ to become
a law,·er.

Favorite memory
of Subiaco

A11dreu.18ui
"Thomas Myers made
a game winner against
Ozark last rear:

He wanl<i to be an
English teacher for a
big school in
Georgia.

- Co1111er King

Oay Huber
He wants to be a
cattle Canner for the
re~t of his life
car~·ing on hi.!>
family job.

Playing with lhc junior high
basketball team.

-Ty Casrro

Kadin To11gas
He wants to be a
veterinarian in Fort
Smith, Arkansas.

"Running track ,ind going to
state and placing fifth."

- Martit1 Rnbe,isfeitte

Josi, Eads
Feeding Time Paul Niba,
Aiden Everett, and Jackson
Frederick walk to lunch after
five morning classes.

"Playing basketball with
mvteam:

-Paul Nibn
StuCo Class Officers:
E1han Spilleri,. Reprci,cmati\C
Motthe\\ Kremers. Vice
Pr~ident
Anthony Do. Prcsidem
Payne Lee. Represem,nivc

He wants to get
through high school
and college.

Snnmel Amegninve
He wants to go to
college and study

Melvin Sanchez,Arkansas
Kya Scltluterman, Arkansas
Ethan Spillers, Arkansas
Nicholas Tayn, South
Carolina
Kadin Tougas, Arkansas

Conner King, Texas
Matthew Kremers, Arkansas
Payne Lee, Texas
Max Linares, Arkansas
David Menjivar, Arkansas
Nathen Nguyen,Oklahoma

Zachary Venable, Texas
Patrick Waldroup, Arkansas
Diego Zarate, Arkansas
Blake Zimmer, Arkansas

Paul Niba, Arkansas
Jackson Peace, Texas
Jude Percy-Allen, Texas
Martin Rabensteine, Texas
Hunter Rhineheart,
Arkansas
Jorge Sanchez, South
Carolina

The excitement of pep rallies and class cheers has David Menjivar {center) excited. Josh Bowman (left), though a sophomore, was in several classes with juniors
and seniors. Josh said that the juniors made him feel older and he has gotten to get to know them a lot more.

:'-dam Ackcl throws a bag in cornhole during the homecoming g.,mes. Adam s.,id he thought the
Juniors were going to win it all until they played the seniors.
Melvin Sanchez.

He likec; ltl \\ akh
movie:- wh,m there
i~ nothing to do at
hishou:-1!.

Leon o,mg
He hke~ lo plav
L.>ague of I....,gends
on hb laptop m his
free time.

J.wiorlglehart
He lik...-:. to pla,
imtrum~nb. in his
free time.

lip competition in front of the whole

school.

Patrick Waldroup and l\.adin Touga:. sit on
a ledge outside of Heard Hall during the
homecoming games. Patrick ~d it was
good to get a breai... frnm school.

CLINT CROW

ISAACBARR

Arkansas

Arkansas

I would like to take this spot in the ~-e.irbook lo say thank you to Subiaco. Thank you for all the late nights -.pent :,laying
up :.tudying. th.ink vou for all the special friend,.hip .. I formed here, thank you for pushing me to be the be~t Subiman I
could be, thank ~·ou for showing me what it is like to hate somethmg but al the .same time love it so dearly. and above
all, than~ ~·ou for allowing me to ~pend m~· high ~hool years at Subiaco Academ\ . To all the undercla~smen. trust me
~·our time will come .so much faster than you think it \\ill so en1oy it while it lasts. Ta~e C\ery moment here for what it
is worth while ~·ou still have the chance. I will remember Subiaco fore\'er and miss it dearly when J graduate. All in all
this place is trul.\' special and has gi\'en me an ama7jng high school e);perience so for that, thank you

I would like to lhank Subiaco for the opportunity that the Academy has given me from Jil7.Z Band to playing
football and most importantly lhe friends and stories that I've made, I will be able tell my grandkids of my
adversities here on the hill.

JACOB BRJSTOL
Michigan

fa.-t~

McKEEHAN DILLEY
Arkansas

~ere is one thing about this academy though. It's all boys; said my mother that January of 2014 on the
living room couch. Quickly followed by an arrogant stare from her ignorant son, me. Teenagers live like that?
They actually li\'C al their school and never see their parents? Simply preposterous lo believe they would
suffer such a purgatory at their own will.
l must have blinked because all the sudden I found myself as a shadow student in Ur. Dominic's religion
period. Of course I had seen students from other countries, but I had never actually spoken wilh lhcm, much
less had a full conversation. I had never seen so many teenagers so competitive yet so supportive. I had never
experienced a true brotherhood.
J probably should have learned from the last time because I blinked once ,,gain, and now I'm graduating from
Subiaco Academy. 1 have joined this band of brothers I once thought to be so outlandish. My message to all
students and potential students: keep your eyes keen on where you are at Subiaco because seconds mow and
suddenly you have experienced the experience of a lifetime. Do nol let it lose its meaning.

~ear Subiaco,
l~ank you. For all of the laugh:., tears, and life lesson.,, that vou'\'e supplied to me. Thank you for blessing me
Wllh this band of young men in m\ cla:.s, whom I am glad to cc1ll my brothers. Th,1nk ~·ou for the Drama
Department, a dc-pMtnwnt that thri,•e-. off of di\'cr.~it~·. ·1nank you for the Academic lnleb,rity that you'\'e
taught me, and for giving me the resources to be prosperous in my later endea,·ors. Thank you for the
teachers, counselors, and deans who ha\·e alw,ws been at our side, wanting only the be-.t for u.,. Thank vou to
the student bodv for constanll\ acting as role models for the students below ,·ou.
·
Thank you, Subiaco.
Onward Trojans, STP
~cKechan R~ Dille~

BRANDYN BROOKS
Texas

XIAOFENG DIN G
China

Thank you so much for everything that you've provided me. Through the ups and the downs Subiaco has given me a
formidable foundation to fall-back on during tough times. There is truly no other place lil-..e Subiaco in the world, and the
memories and friends that l\•e made here are not only unforgeltable but also cherished. 1 want to thank all the teachers at
Subiaco Academy for putting their all into their students as well a~ ensuring that every student receive an equal
opportunity at a quality education. Moreover, I would like to lhank every teacher that has ever taught me, a thank you, for
forming me into a better-man. 1 bclie\·e that if it wa~n't for the teachers that l\·e had at Subiaco, 1 wouldn't be the same
person that I am today; and for that I am eternally grateful. LikewiM', I would like to thank the headmaster for making
Subiaco an even more outstanding place than it already is. Abo, lo thl' administration, and for those who work in the
business orficc, thank you for guaranteeing that Subiaco run smoothly. Finally, I would like to thank my friends, to all of
those in the Class of 2020; we're truly a close-knit group, and I hope to continue the friend.ships that we made here-from
freshmen year to now- throughout college, and later in life.
For all these things, and many more, thank you, Subiaco.

JOHNNY BUl
Georgia

~

I am an international student from Chma. I ha, e lived in Subiaco Academy for four years. It is a -.hort period
in m\' life, bul I belie\'e it was a meaningful time. Life in Subiaco was ,er:, hard when I first came here. I did
not understand the u:.e of Laundn· \lachmes. I was not capable of taking earl' of my~lf A fe\, month,;; latl'r, I
was able to under:.tand e,·er:,·thing I needed to ~un·ive. I need to gi\'e thank to the Dean!- and even· dormmate I ha\'e h,1d. With out the help from them, I would not able to stc1y in thi:. interesting place. I a'lso need to
give thanks to the teachers. The help I received really changed my view about teaching. My classmates were
the best ones l have e\'er seen. I hope I will be able to see them in mv future. I wbh e\'en·one in th1.~ school to
ha.,.e a h,1pp~- and jovful life.
·

JASON DO
Arkansas

Dear Subiaco,
Thanks for the good times. I don't know how I went from a bratty eighth grader to a mature senior. I can deduce a few
things though. The seniors who were here when I was an eighth grader were a huge influence into who I looked fonvard to
becoming and eventually became. In addition, I appreciate the various faculty members who have looked out for me and
helped me grow into a better person. The monks of Subiaco Abbey are inseparable from the Subi.ico experience. Thanks for
helping me learn more about the Catholic faith. To the alumni whom I've had the pleasure to talk to and \cam from, thanks.
Your entertaining stories helped me figure out what mindset to have as a student or ubiaco Academy. Lastly, thanks lo my ,
class. Without y'all, I would not be who I am today. II was a pleasure serving a full term for you guys.
Yours truly,
Johnny Bui '20

,.

1 Would like to dedicate this
section to our fallen comrades: Putnam Twins, Aiden, Sukhoon R\'u, Isaac
Hcr~era, Ty Ford, Von Ngu_n>n, Patric\... Richardson, Patrick \1anning, Patrick Kane, Felipe Gou\'ea, Allen \\'u,
Chris Chen, Logan Fultz, Asa Kehoe, Matt Stites, Jason J lo.ing. Kent '\'gu,en, Jonathan Rohm.son (!l goalie in
Oklahoma), Tin Le, Da,'ld LaDart, Jeremiah Tavlor, AJ Smith, EJ Delaney \\'ill Jami.son

SEAN KI EFER

HAYDEN FRED ERICK
Arkansas

Arkansas
I would likl' to thank not only Subiaco Academy but the monks and friends that helped to !-hapc me into a
better man. When I first came to Subiaco as a sophomore, I looked up to the graduating senior class of 2018
and 2019. They helped show that anyone can dedicate themsch-es not only to their school work, but to all the
e:,,.tra ,,ctivities such as the student .sections and the teams at game!>. The -.chool is about brotherhood and it
mailers that we not only look up to others but look to one another to be a better man.

I am very happy to be a senior at Subiaco Academy. I just want to s.,y thank you lo my parents for always
believing in me and for always being there for me when I needed them the most. My family has always
supported me in everything I do. They ha,'e been to e\'ery ~inglc one of my football games ever since I started
playing for Subiaco. Thank you to all my friends. They have made my time at Subiaco an unforgettable
experience. I can always count on my friends lo be there for me when I needed their help with something. I
love my family and friends. I have no clue what I would do without them all in my lifo. Thank you for giving
me the best times of my life. Thanl.. you for being there for me and for caring about me. I hope we all slay
dose after college.

JACOB FRlEMU
JOSHUA KOCH

Arkansas
First of all, I would like to thank all of my brothers for making my time here at Subiaco the very best. Because
without y'all I don't think I would'\'e made an impact here at Subiaco. I jusl wish that I had more time here at
Subiaco to see what's going on around campus, make more friends, more memories, and to just live out every
single day here al Subiaco because I know that it's a very special place with a lifelong purpose to change people's
lives. I would also like to thank all of the teachers I've had throughout my five years here at Subiaco Academy,
Especially, Coach Rehm, Br. Raban, Mr. Goetz, and Mr. Lienhart for helping me become a better runner than I
was before. Also, Coach Dunham, Coach O'Neil, and Mr. Malagon for teaching me and helping me to become a
better soccer player than I was when I used to pla}' Boys and Girls Club soccer. Because without y'all I wouldn't be
the person that I am today. Lastly, I would like to thank my parents for sending me to Subiaco Academy. Thank
you to my p.irents for coming to all of my soccer games no matter the distance and weather. \Veil, ii was great
knowing each and every single one of you. STP and Onward Trojans!

Arkansas

ihank you to everyone who has had a positi\'e impact on my journey here at Subiaco Academy. It has been a
long and eventful one that is no where near over with \'el. I have formed bonds here th.1t will not be broken or
forgotten. Thank you to all of my friends that ha\·e become more brother:; than just friends

DANI EL HAUNERT
Arkansas

JOSHU AMALAGON

I would like lo thank my parents and family for allowing me to go to Subiaco. Thank you to everyone who has
made my time at Subiaco a great one. Thank you to everyone who has made my high school career an
eventful one. At Subiaco, I ha\'e made many life-lasting memories e\'en if I do not want to remember some of
them. Thank you to those who have gi\·cn me opportunities. To those who have gotten kicked out in recent
,·ears, I wish \'OU the best of luck in life.
i hope SubiaCo will continue to grow each year, both as a community and as a brotherhood. The best part of
Subiaco without a doubt is the friends you make and the memories you keep. After J lea\'e, I hope e\·el'}·one
stays on the right path and does what they w,ml in life. After all, life is what you make it.

~~

Arkansas

I have spent five years counting down the days before I could be a senior, but now that I wear the ring. I now wish I
had more time left here as a student. After six years of li\'tng out of reach of home, I went from being a sheltered
mama's bov to the esteemed mad lad \'Ou know toda\'.
For a parti~g message, I say remembe'r that laughter is not only the best medicine, bul an overpowered steroid. Any
weak mind can laugh at the failures of their peers, but only a true steel-heart can laugh at his m,·n misfortunes and
shortcomings. Laugh at your fear. Laugh at your frustration. Laugh at your sadness. Eventually your own mind will
fall to an inverted Placebo effect, and you will be weighed down by nothing. Even better, one d,1y you'll find yourself
unable to stop laughing at the things that troubled you all those years ago. If your life is going to be one big play, make
it a comedy.
Remember to keep a smile. Remember to bring your wib about you e\'erywhere you go. A sharp wit will always
outclass dense muscles. Remember to thmk f-ast, think twice, and keep a head cool as ice. Most importantly, be sure
to make something new out of e\·ery day, for all your memories behind you will push you to the unknown future ,·ou
were once afraid of but now ready to tackle.

BRAEDEN HESS
Texas

~~

It's easy to lo~ track of how important lifo is and what a gift ii is. Even Earth is just a .small blue dot orbiting
an a\erage-!,ized !>tar spiraling around in a galaxy containing about 20()...400 billion other stan..); ct e\-en for a
short lime, we are gi\·en the opportunity lo li\'e and must cherish it.
The mosl important part of finding inspiration is having a positi\c outlook on life. We are wired to find things
we're looking for: i£you're \'cry pes.,imishc or waiting for things lo go \\Tong. then your life will reflo.'!Ct that.
On the other hand, ha,·ing a positive outlook on life will bring ~-ou joy and pro\·ide you with inspiration when
vou least expect 1l.
Howl'\·er, there are times when ifs difficult to feel cheery or belie\'e that a posill\'e life is possible. If ~ou're
hin-ing trouble seeing the cup as half full instead of half empty, surround yourself with po~itin? people or
make big ch,mges in your life

5ETH MARTIN
Arkansas
The lime I have spent al Subiaco has been the greatest day!> of my life. I only spent thrcc years here and
honestly wish I could have stayed longer. The memorie!; I have made here will sta~· with me forever, the
friends I made I will alwavs ha\'t?, the lesson-. I learn1._>d I \\rill always follow. 1\:o matter how far I go in the
World I will alwavs find mv !>tart in Subiaco. After learning how many people ha\'C gone to ubiaco, I will
never be alone n~ matter ~\·here I am. After we lea\·e this great academy, our bond!> of brotherhood \\;U
forever hold strong. In this school we are not just cla!>~mates; we are brothers. we are family. Onward Trojans'
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CONNOR MlLLER
Arkansas

~~

JONATHAN REED
Arkansas

Well, I had a good time. My favorite senior guy in the class is Cor)'. My favorite memory is when I didn't take
lhe SAT so me and lsa;1c went fishing at the lakes and caught some big ones. Isaac saw ,l snake, but I didn't
see ii. We caught some perch and had a pretty good lime. The school was really not easy and I probably
missed out on some stuff but also had some fun Renaissance Oavs. Some t..radit.ions were destroved, \\>hich is
sad but with the proper guidance, {the current I headmaster can ~ealiz.e [these losses! and pick
the lost
traditions and bring Subiaco into a healthier state.

J remember when it 1\•as h\'0 years ago and homecoming night. It was special to me because my birthday was
the next day. Also, the Subi student section was the best I had e1·er heard. It felt like I ,vas in college and we
were in the last quarter, minutes left, and screaming as loud as we could. We ended up winning and that was
the best game 1had ever been to. After that, we went to our homecoming after•pa.rty Being with all my
friends and people from outside of the Subiaco community, the energy was ama;,Jng. \'\'e were happy for the
W and we were just chilling.

uP

AUGUSTINE NGUYEN
North Carolin a

CORY SCHLUTERMAN
Arkansas

Subiaco is one of the greatest gifts my parents could have given me. Coming to Subiaco Academy, I had no intention
of participaling in school activities and clubs. I simply came for school, for educat ion, but left with much more. I thank
Subiaco for giving me a place to grow ,md foste r into the person I am today. lf I were to teU my past self that one day I
would be standing in fron t of do;,;ens of people to give a speech for executive positions in dubs, I would've
immediately said ~impossible: Never would I imagi ne being blessed with an ability to participate in such a wonderfu l
commwi..ity. I thank Subiaco for giving me frie nds that wiU last a lifetime, friends that I am more than honored to call ,,
my brothers. 1 will miss fishing in the rain with the boys. I will miss movie nights where we spent more time debating "
what movie to watch than actually watching the movie. I 1vill miss the time when we burned down the ridges by
accident. I will miss mv time at Subiaco Acadenw.
Thank you, Subiaco, f~r giving me the most m~1orable experience of my life. Thank you, Subiaco, (or giving me a
pl,1cc I could call home.

MICHAEL NGUYEN
Texas

l\·e been wishing it away for too tong. Senior year is here and the la5t five years have been a blast. Looking
back now, [ wish I had more Hme to spend al Subiaco. I wish I could play another year of football and make
even more lifelong memories with my friends, who have become my brothers. None of these memorie:. would
be possible without the help from my parents, who let me come up here. I \.,.;11 never be able to thank them
enough along with my teachers and coaches \,•ho have put up with me for the past fi\'e years.
Enjoy it while you can.
Class of2020!! On to the next one.

~

rl'll . .

MASON SCHLUTE RMAN
Arkansas
:;

Throughout my time in high school, I have had trouble adapting to the many changes. It was hard for me at
first to adapt to the change of going to school that wa:. for away from home and away from my family. I had
never been put in this position and I was terrified. The.re were many worries that I had in mind like whether
or not I was going to pass or if I was going to even make any friends. Although my journey has been rough
and difficult, I know that this journey will be soon coming to a dose. With that in mind, I just want to show
my gratitude by thanking Subiaco for taking me in with open arms. I would like to also tha nk all of rny
teachers for nurturing me with their knowledge so that I may do we.II later on in college. And thank you for
everyone who has gotten me this far, I don't know where I'd be without your help. Adjusting to the many
changes has been very challenging, but because of the many sacrifices and efforts that were made by myself
and my :.upport system, I was able to succeed.

CONNOR PHILUPS
Arkansas

1

~
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I iust want to :.tart off by s.1ying thank you to Mom and Dad for all that rou have sacrificed to send me to
Subiaco. TIH• things that you have done for me are more appreciated than you could ever knO\\'. J want lo say
thanks for the things I didn't see. I want to thank the teachers of Subiaco for alway~ pushing me to do my best
while I was in ~·our class. As I grow older and look back, I began seeing the results of that extra motivation. I
want to s,w thanks to all o( the coaches at Subi, because I le.irned lessons from eYery coach, that have turned
me into th~ player I am today and the man I have become. Thanks to all of the friends I have made at Subi.
y ',1ll knew how to keep me laughing. how to keep me humble and how to pick me up when I fell. It was you
group of gu~·s that made my years at Subi the roller co.:ister it was. There are many more I would like to thank
but can't because of word count, <.Oto them I say thank you.

ETHAN smOBEL
Arka nsas

~~

I just want to thank all of the staff at this school for never giving up on me. I was a little runt from the start

and didn't have the best grades but they never gave up on me. If I got to go back to myself int.he seventh
grade and told me that I had made it to senior year, I would've never believed it.

Subiaco ... mv whole life hns revo\\'ed around this place my whole life. Living a mile away and being the last of
four sons to gO here in a twenty•ycar span, Subiaco has always been the _place I knew as the final step before
manhood. 1 want to thank my parents for raising my brothers and me w1_th an endless amount of love and
support and J want them to know none of us could have had successful ll\'eS without them. I want to tell
evervone under me to enjo\' ii while it lasts and let this place mo_ld you into a man because it will if you let it.
\-Vith that being said, Jam iooking fonvard to going lo live life with ,1ll the lessons learned from Subiaco. Thank
you.

MATTHEW WEIDMAN
Arkansas

MICHA EL TRAN
Georgia

Subiaco was one of the best things that ever happened to me for a whole bunch of
reasons. This place i~ my home. These guys are my brothers. These ha\'e been the best
thrt>e years of my life. I may not be a boarder, but Subiaco is my home. Every da)' I got
off the bus or out of a car, I was glad to be here. I was at peace. If I was at a public
:,chool in Fort Smith, I'd gel out of the ca.r angry to be there t."Veryday. There was
nowhere I would rather be for half the day, fh·e days a Wl!t'k The friends I ha\·e made here will last a lifetime.
I foci as dose, if not closer, to guys I have known for not even three whole ~·ears than people I ha\'e known my
whole life. The lasl three yea.rs I have grown as a person in ways I never would have anywhere else.
Thank you, Subiaco. I can ne\·cr repay you.

Thank you Subiaco Academy. For the marvelous memories with the greatest brothers. For the magnificent
teaching and coaching staff. For the endless opportunities you offered to make me a better person . And, last
but not least, for the loaded ponds that allowed me to catch aquatic water donkeys.
Before coming to Subiaco Academy, I never had many expectations for lhe school, but after participating in
the frigid day of the pig roast, ruining rny vocal chords in the roaring student section, and completely frying
my bra in with the challenging classes, I can conclude that e,•ery minute of it was worth it. I never would ha\'e
thought that a boarding school located in the middle of nowhere could have so much potential fo r memories
and bonds. I hope Subiaco Academy continues to strive in its traditions and liveliness in its small community.

JACK UPCHURCH

Arkansas

.rl~

I chose lo attend Subiaco after I found out I was moving at the end of my freshman
year. As with anyone, I was hesitant to experience a new academic and social
e nvironment. Very quickly, I discovered that most everyone had their unique
idiosyncrasies. Subiaco has thankfully been my gateway to a more diverse crowd of
people than I had ever known. Through the various classes and clubs offered, Subiaco
made sense: there was a place for evcryonC' to get involved with at least one thing they
fonded. I accredit my personal and academic growth during the home stretch of high
school to the many special bonds I formed through residential life in addition to a oneof•a•kind academic experience. I would be remiss not to offer up a warm thank you to
everybody al Subiaco who genuinely seeks a cause higher than themselves.

MATTHEW WlITTTLE
Arkansas
My friends, Jacob and Jace, and I went long-boarding not too far away from Subiaco Academy. As we tTaveled
down this steep hill, a sharp tum lay ahead. I leaned into the tum, but my board swept from under me. I
began rolling on the ground scraping my shoulders and legs. The worst part was my palms, with almost all the
skin off them. Jacob and Jace rushed to St.>e if I was okay. I was nol in pain, but I needed lo get back to Heard
Hall as soon as possible. Jacob and Jacc helped me carry my board and helped me
into the bathrooms. Jacob helped me with the bandages while Jace cracked jokes
to take the pain of the hydrogen peroxide away. I look back at that time, and I am
forever grateful for my brothers at Subiaco. They arc there in times of need, to tell
jokes, wrap bandages, and most of all, my brothers made my time at Subiaco
worthwhile.

LOCVU

Vietnam
I am thankful and grateful that I was able to attend Subiaco Academy du.ring my high school years. Subiaco
not only taught me to be a fine student but a grown up and independent and fine young man. I learned the
mind set from the monks, independent skills from the deans, and to be a fine young man from the teachers. I
appreciate all the monks' hard work that has not always been mentioned and all the teachers' lessons that
improved the students to young adults and to the staff whose works are not often noticed. Beside the monks,
the teachers, and the staff, I have to mention all of the friends that helped and walked with me through the
years. They not only helped me to break the •1anguage barrier,• but they also walked me through some of the
tough classes that I think I would never have taken.

WEITAOWANG
China
I am about to leave this school. I will miss it after I leave. I might come back to visit the school and all of my
classmates on breaks or holidays. Actually the time here was not that bad- those first years. There were some
problems in my fifth year. Every teacher, every coach, every dean who ever helped me, thank you,

2 0 2 O'e Moet Likely

Joshua Malagon and Joshua Koch lead
the cheers at the first pep rally of the

year.

StuCo Officers Representative Michal'! Tran; President
Johnny Bui; Representative Jason Do; Vice President
Brandyn Brooks.

2 0 2 0'5 Moet Udy
Jack Upchurch
Most likely to
the
be
CEO of a

company.

Isaac Barr
\1o~t likd\ to hvc
thl' life of Joe Dirt

McKeehan
Dilly
Most likely to
end

upon
Broadwav.
Augustine l\guyen
\11,-.t 11,,,dyto
bt-com1.: internet
lamou-.

Jason Do
\!lost likely to
bea
body builder

Ha}'den Frederid,.
\t~ht .ikch to wm
the lotte~ and lo,l·
the ticket and laugh

aDl.1ut 11

Connor Miller
Most likel~· to

become
president
of the USA

Johnny Bui
\.10~1 hkl'l\
hi cure cancer

Jonathan Reed
\lo~t lil,,elv to start
his ~1wn b~nd and
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go big time.

Thomas Spivey D.D.S., P.A.
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O rthodontics
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TROJANS!

seniors make the rules around here:
Clint Crow (12)

"\\'e won't take what we don't earn .
MoncyMovc<i!"

L

Michael Tran (12)
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Mrs. Hollie Gillis pie
Mr. Donald Goetz
Deacon Roy Goetz
Mrs. Dianne Hart
Br. Raban Heyer
Mr.Jeff Ingle

Dr. David Wright, Headmaster
Mr. Mike Berry, Assistant Headmaster
Mrs. Cheryl Goetz, Academic Dean
Mr. Jeff O'Neal, Dean of Men

Mrs. Michelle O'NeaJ
Mr. Larry Perreault
Mr. Robert Pugh
Mr. Patrick Richey
Mr. Jared Schluterman
Mr. Nick Sch.luterman

Mr. Melvin Breedlove
Mr. Steven Brooks
Mrs. MicheUe Chuang
Mrs. Andrea Cooper
Mr. Adam Creek
Or. Marion Dunagan

Fr. Cassian Elkins
Mr. Adam Aeetwood
Mrs. Hermina Fox
Mr. Pat Franz
Br. Ambrose Fryer
Mr. Andrew Gillispie

Mr. Heath Spillers
Mr. Ken nelh Sto,all
~Ir. Tim Tencle,·e
Mr. Adam Winter

ARTISTIC

H-E-L-P!

Mrs. Michelle O'Neal wasn't exactly planning on
being an art teacher when she was in high school.
Back then she wanted to be a pharmacist. "I
wanted to study medic ine and become a pharmacist
because I enjoyed helping people."
At some point, she decided to take some initiati ve
and met with a pharmacist she knew. For better or for
worse this meeting made her realize that being a
pharmacist wasn't exactly what she thought it would
be. "There are a lot of things going on behind the
scene that you wouJdn't even think about."
She knew it wasn't the job for her. As an art
teacher, she claims to love her job. "Though thi s year
I've really had to push my students uphill , I love
teaching them and watching their art skill s progress."

1. Mr. Heath Spillers has been sponsor of the
Student Council for four years. Mr. Spillers
has played a role in making the homecoming
games go smoothly.
2. Faculty and monks ha\'e been asked to sit
with students following the All Saints Day
mass. The goal was for students to learn more
about the monastic life.

3.Mr. Jeff O'Neal remains undefeated when
playing against his own soccer players in
Foosball. '7he best way to teach them is to
play them and then beat them.•

Favorite High School Subject

e Other
e Math
e Science
e History
•

Making Bold Oairns Teachers Fr. Cassian Elkins and Br.
Ambrose Fryer debate o n who would win the Homecoming
games. O ne supported the juinors while the other believed
the sophomores would prevail. 1n the end neither of them
were correct as the seniors won the day.

The "Othi.,r" Cll1Cg,;Jr)

English

111<:hsdcd ~uch tour«$ as Soc:toll}. Cnmpu1c:r ~ and mon.-
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Cleaning Wonder
r,..1rs. Robin Schluterman seems to be as much a part of the school as any
teacher. Her presence is seen not only in Alumni and Centenarv which
she deans each school day, but also on lhe sidelines taking pich;res or in
the concession stand setting up supplies for the night. Daily deaning is
perhaps a teenager's worst nightmare and many students wonder how
she does it on a daily basis. The answer is that she is the mother of a
Subiaco Trojan, and says she is "used to cleaning."

The Big 20
Mr. Pat Franz has several responsibilities
as a part of his job but none can top
being director of Camp Subiaco. Mr.
Franz finished his 20th year in the
Summer of 2019 and says that being
camp councilor has been his favorite job.

T.N.T
Mrs. Tamara Goodson and Mrs.
Tommie Kremers prepare to dock out
after a day of deaning.

Holding Down The Hill
1. Mrs. Tina Forst, in her second year as
the personal accountant for students,
hands out allowances. She also handles
billings for student accounts. One of her
jobs working with students is to take
care of J-20s for foreign students.
Without the proper paper work, these
students could not come into or leave the
States.

Health on
my mind
School nurse kn own f or
concern and care f or all

The Ultimate Trojan
2. M.rs. Lou Trusty has worked her job as
registrar for fifty years. According to n,e
Abbey Message, Mrs. Trusty has ordered
more than 2,700 senior rings during her
tenure.
Keeping Tradition
3. Mr. William Stehle, a graduate of '08,
loves his basketball team. Mr. Stehle still
adopts some of those responsibilities he
had when he was a manager in High
School as the assistant coach of The
Trojans.

.
'

The Staff tha t Keeps on Giving
1. Mr. Nick Schluterman cruises around campus as he fixes Chromebooks and
installs routers. Helping the Abbey and Academy 1 trip at a time taking wifi to
the water plant to make communications easier
2. Mr. Keith Kremers enjoys his first year as ground maintenance, saying
"Everyone here is nice and this is my kind of work."
3. Mr. Chris Adams, part of maintenance crew, stocks and re-vamps rooms in
Main BuiJding, where new class rooms were constructed.
4. Mr. Sam Little, head of maintenance and known as "Boss Man," temporarily
drives a golr cart until his usual side-by-side was repaired.
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"h's ne,·er a dull moment." says Nurse Barbara
Wilhelm. Her job as school nurse for I 80 students
keeps her busy from 7: 15 a.m. to 4:30 each day.
And some Limes. those days last eYen longer.
Like lhe days that a student crashes on a
skmeboard busting his face. Or a day that a
srndent get,, a concussion and has a golf ball-sized
knot on his head. Or a slew of students coming
down with an illness during nu season.
From routine medications to spmins. body
aches. headaches. swmach issues. head injurie!:i.
concussions. lacerations. stitches. crutches .
abrasions. and all sorts of other minor ailmems,
there is plenty lO keep her occupied. "There is
always someone in need of care." she said.
Many students recognize her imponance in their
lives. "I wouldn't know how I would be healthy at
all ,,-ithout her." says Mac Dilley, a senior who
spends hi~ !:>hare of time in her linle office.
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Our Small
World

New Honds
Three new students- Bryan Bonili, Emilio El Kilani and Emre Gurel- ,hare ,toric, in 1hc locker room of 1he basketball g}m. Each
encouragi ng each other to ~get bcucr" and to "not gi,c up" which are words that Bond con,tantl) tell<, the learn.

Best Part about
DORM LIVING
Friends 59.5<:!: (l igh t blue)
Ne" Ideas 16.5% (gree n)

Luis Calvo Alvarez
2022

New Cult ure, 5.4% (purpl e)
18.9% (red)
•1like
living with

my

Get to know the deans

friends.·

Mr. Steven Brooks
\1r. Ste\'en Brooks
attended Pari!> High
School

"I like making
food but miss
Walmarttrips."
Mr. Adam Fleetwood
Mr. Adam Flc><!twood
attendt>d Subiaco
Acadcmv.

Mr. Adam Creek
\1r Adam Creek
attended and graduated
from Oark.sville High
School

"I like that this

isa Catholic
school."

Lal,.e Ou1ings

"I like the
activities the
school schedules
for boarders on
the weekends so

we are not stuck
on campus."
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A Story to be Told
Subiaco is a place o f differences; howeve r, there is always a sense of bro therhood
at the Academy and in the dorms. Students come from many states; in fact, over 14
states are represe nted in the dorms.
Some stud ents even come from across the world to attend the Acad emy. One of
these internatio nal stud ents is Emre Gurel, a so phomo re boa rding student from
lnstanbuJ 1 Turkey.
While Emre says that th e Academy is an "am azing" place, there is one aspect of th e
academy that stands out fo r him. Living in Turkey, Emre sa id, he did not get the sam e
se nse of brotherhood that one experiences at the academy. O ne Saturday night, almost
alJ the boarders were down at the gym playing basketball. He says it was a time of "pure
fun " and "laughter" with al l the guys connecting th rough one basketball game, which is
his "most passionate" sport.
While there are many things that he misses in Turkey - such as family, friends and
religion, the opportunity to lea rn different cultures has been "asto nishing" and "'eye
opening."
Emre sa id he enj oys being able to a "und erstand " peo pl e from various parts o f the
world. In his pod in Furhrnann alone, the Asian and Hispanic cultures that arc
represented add li fe to Furhrnann Hall.

~~ bc~t the heat ofan Augu" \\CCkc!nd. student!, enjo) the shade at Cmc Lal.e. \ Ir. Pat Fr.1.n.r arranged for
\ai:d~ng and da) ,1udl!nb to go to Co.,_c Lal.e in Pari<. for,..., imming and a cool.out Logan He-.,. animh gr.:ider.
. lake Day .. are a grcal lime tOJU~I h.1ng QUI \\llh friend, and chi ll. ~

Coury House

and

forn es Bourgeois (I 0) and his friends enjor some
~f his dc1d\ C.11un cooking. Zlch Venable; a
ellow Southerner, said "This i" some of Lhe bes t
&urnbo I've ever had."

Mr. Andrew Gillispie
\ Ir. Andrew Gillispie
attended and
gr,1duatcd from
M,mhal High School.

Rec-room Fun

Sophomore'- John Ho, Conner Go.>.1h·ci, Adam
01inaldson -.pend nearly even· da~-after lunch in
the rt."C•room looking lo "•,ee who i~ the bes t• out
o ( all the boarder~.

Three Am igos
i\athan 1':guyen, 1\"ick Tam and \la:\ Linares use their
time during TA to work on ,hal"fX'ning their pianc
sl.ills.
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Right: Josh Koch (12) shows Cory Schluterman (12) and Hayden
Frederick (12) how to drive a dually-capable tractor. This is one of sixteen
tractors that the Koch family uses in the Paris bottoms to row crop.

my

The first place I
will go when I get
my licen e ...

DREAM
Car

~\luddin'"
Joshua Koch (12)
2019 Ford R,1ptor

Kya Sch lu tcrma n (11)
Lambo

Co11grat11/tJtio11s Ctlw11 Strobel

Cltiss o/2020

1

BOBBY AND JIU SEWEU

As juniors Isaac Barr and Connor Miller
decided to go to the bottoms after two-adays practice of the 2019 season, the last
~O-a-days practice of their junior year. They
Ook Isaac's Dodge Durango, which had
beca01e known armmd school as .,The
Dingo," well-known for the dixie horn Isaac
had pt1t in it. And besides, it was hard to
niiss a gold Dodge Durango.
On this trip to the bottoms, thev got
Sluck and had to use a come-along to pull
Olll the Durango. "I couldn't believe Connor
actually puJled it out bv hand," Isaac said.
Afraid of missing the fooLbaU cookou t,

they chose to take a new way back to school
on a road that Isaac did not know. As he was
going up a hill, Connor warned him to slow
down, for at the top of the hill was a sharp
corner. Connor was too late to warn him.
The Dingo fishtailed back and forth. On
the third cut back, Isaac lost control and
slammed into a tree. Both Isaac and Connor
were okay but the Dingo died that day.
Over a year later, the tree still had no bark.
The Dingo was sold for S50 and all Isaac had
left was the hula girl off the dash. 'Looki ng
back I should've just kept the smashed
Dingo," sa id Isaac.

was driven by people
touring the Abbey
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Mike Frederick's
Body Shop
14-Horn \\r1..-..:lt•r ~r'\-1n·

Jason Frederick
Shop \1,in.t~•

l ·1nwtor

My home My c urch My God

Hands of Grace
Fr. Cassian Elkins, a monk of eight years at Subiaco
Abbey, teaches English but happens to know another
language well enough to be called a professional. He has
been certified in American Sign Language for 18 years - since
he was 20. In fact, in these years at Subiaco, he has been

called to interpret in England, Canada, France, and Germany.
Growing up, Fr. Cassian lived around many Deaf and
Deaf-Blind people in his hometown near Lafayette. This
community had a significant number of Deaf and Deaf-Blind.
Many of these people lost their sight due to Usher Syndrome.
Usher Syndrome is purely genetics and caLC;es a person to
lose their hearing over a period of time. The miljority of
people populated to Seattle from south Louisiana, because of
U~her Syndrome.
Many of his early childhood friends were Deaf. "When he
was around , he became fully immersed in the Deaf
community. \Vhen he encountered these young people doing
sign language, he said, •something just sparked and I just
had to do that!"
He attended Deaf masses growing up and did volunteer
work at the local Deaf Center.
As a professional interpreter, Fr. Cassian has interpreted
on TV, news, courtrooms, medical settings, and in religious
settings, particularly to lead retreats in Deaf parishes all over
the country and in Canada.
Fr. Cassian also learned Braille. He taught Braille by using
muffin tins with tennis balls. Each new word was formed by
using the six holes of a muffin pan with the tenni:; balls
creating the dots of the Braille system. The Deaf-Blind person
could feel the balls and learn the new words.

Has your
phone ever
gone off
in church?

1got up the cournge a11d went up to [some deaf boys} a11d
they were goi11g 11i11ety to 11othi11g. 1spelled the first hvo
letters "H - I" and they got all e..-rcited . ... I just cou/d11't
get enough after that."
Fr. Cassian Elk.ins, age 8

Medallion of St. Benedict

25.6%
74.4%

Yes, my
phone has
gone off.

No, my
phone has
no t gone
off.

~ --------Survey lmsed 011 82
respo11ses from shulents.

The medallion of St. Benedict, designed by Br. Jude Schmidt, sat in
a place of honor in classes as a way for students to pray for vocations
to the Abbey and for students for the Academy. Spending time in
prayer together as a class hopefully inspired students to consider the
monastic life.
Every class spent one \,·eek with the medallion in their religion
classroom and at the beginning of class they t.aid a prayer for
vocations. Then, on Wednesday at the end of mass the next class had
two students to retrieve the medallion from St. Benedict's altar in the
church.
The medallion and the prayers for \'OCations were Br. Raban
Heyer·s idea. t..lr. Patrick Richey :.aid, ·n•s one of the many new things
we've started this year since the addition of Br.Raban as the Vocations
Director and m)'self as the head of campus ministries.•
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LENSING FLOORING
Compl,!lt' n• (•I ! 11:: .1nJ ".,od
Cdtp\'t anJ \1ml L\i and :irl.'a rug,;

t~:ng,

R~freshments

X•n-tco s Jacl,, of all trades \1r. Patrick Riche) gin'' a refrl"•her cou~ on
~&- ~Ir. Richey\ goal wa:. ~to make sure th_at the stu_dl•nts are g1~ en

op

0
P tunities to live out the Christian life, not iust learning about 11.

Lensi ng Heati ng & A/ C
4-Q.5J~-Oh51

Left: PART TIME COOKS FULL TIME DADS
Tom St robel (79) cooks for C'\'i.'r\' home football
game. "I used to take gate and a~ything elS(" the
school a"ked me to do. M,· fam1lv tells me th,u I
need to learn to S.1) no, bUt I lik~ helping out
when and where I can:

Be.low: Jimmy Kremers i~ awarded a certificate for
40 vean; of sen.;ce to Subiaco b, State Senator
Cary Stubblefield . The certificate recognizl.'d him
for a "solid foundati on of supporl, partner-.hip,
respect and friendship."
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Farmers
Cooperative
feed - seed - fer til izer
Sutiiaco, AR

479-934-4207

Down to the Last Steps Mrs. Jenny Schluterman watches over the ball carrier and the crown bearer at the 2019-20
Homecoming festivities. She loved doing these spedol events for the school but admitted thot she> was ready to hand
over the reins as her youngest son graduated with the Class of 2020.
POl't0IIII

The Parents Association has become a vitaJ
part of the life on the Hill. These women who
chair the many committees make life a bit
easier for the staff, the facuJty and the
students.
One member of the Parents Association
whose prese nce has been greatly noticed is
Mrs. Jen nifer Schluterman. Her ties to
Subiaco are strong as her hu sba nd Gilbert
graduated in 1987, her son Steven graduated
in '17 and Cory is a senior this year. She has
been active in the PA since Steven was a ninth
grader.
For the last six years, she has chaired the
homecoming committee which sets up for the
footbaJ1 game and the crowning of the queen
and the social after the game.
"lt is fun to decora te and see the girls all
dressed up, but it takes several people to pull it

all together."
Among the many tasks are getting the
information from the players and contestant~
and putting it together to make a program
and decorating the school and the locker
room .
She gladly recognizes a few other mother.
who were instrumental in helping her. These'
three ladies also have strong ties to the
school: Mrs. Amanda Miller is the mother of
senior Connor Miller and Ethan Miller (CJas..•
of '19); Mrs. Melissa Frederick is the mothef
of junior Jackson Frederick and sen ior
Hayden Frederick and the wife of Randy
(Class of '87); and Mrs. Shawn Schlutermao 1
the mother or se nior Mason Schluterman
and Austin Schluterman (Class of '14) and
the wife of Gerald Schuterman (Class of '87),

Subiaco Academy wishes to thank our many volunteers for their willingness to share their time and talents. As
we reflect on your kindness, we are inspired and encouraged by your commitment and support. Charity and
voluntarism is the cemenl which binds humans together and communities to God. Thank you for gi\;ng of
yourself and for your partnership in our school. Our student.!, and st,,ff have been greatly blessed b\ your
selness generosity. God bless you and Onward Trojans!!
Dr. David Wright, Headmaster
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~rs. Robin SchJutc>rman sct5 up the concession stand."\ have been se_lting up the concession Mand voluntarily for
be~re )'ears than I can remember. It takes se\'wal hours to set up ,md 1s trul\• an enjoyable and quite peaceful job
lo r°re lhc crowd arrives. I have to prepare the hotdog), hamburgers, cheese and chili machines, as well as assemble
once it's cooked by the \·olunteers. Then, I pul the cand~, out as well as all the condiments and plastic wear
p0 ~
ar . orn also has to be made and bagged before the games start, and on tho!>£' cold nights, coffee and hot chocolate
P.i:;~tleady supply. Volunteer:., ~uch as Dawn Fricmcl, make the whole process go smoothly Without them,
s, players, nnd visitors would go hungry: Thank you, Mrs. Robin.

Weekc>nd Glory Days ThcSC' fou r men, all
alumni of the Academv, manned the
chains for each of the five home gamC?S this
season: Au.!ltin Schluterman 'H, Steven
Schluterman '17, Gerald Schlutc.rman
'87,Cilberl Schlutc>rman '87.
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RFTRfAT rej1ectio11s
Matthew
Friemel

New Bonds
The sc,·cnth and eighth graders enjoy spending time outdoor~ and growing a deeper :1pprcciation for nature through hikins. All
,,hilc learning valu.tble le~n:, and bonding"' 1th each other through hiking and learning h<)"' 10 become a bcuer pc™>n through
helping others and working together to\\ard-. achieving a goal.

2024
"Going on retreats

is a gre.:it way to get
to further kno\,

Future Plans
Ju.niors Paul ~iba and Conner J..:ing spend their hnu> at the college
fair 1n Little Rock. During this time the 1uniors wcrcgi\en the
~Pportunity to look at different colleges and cxp;ind {heir college
intcrcs1s. Niba said that hl' ~Lon:-. looking at collc>gl!-<; ,ind making
~I.ans for thl' future: While Junior year may seem strt!.S<.ful at times,
fuing said that junior year is "not ulways str~fuJ- and could even be
h n when one realizes that one 1s making plans for his future and
t at the hard work will eventually pay off.

Deer Tales

\·our cla:,:,males and

lo learn new ideas
and value~.•

r--..=--rr•

"Going on retrL'ats

i,alw.ivs fun and
eycopt;>ning
because we learn

The Wonderful World of Science
Juniors Jackson Fredl'rick and P.iul Niba
hilvc a blast on Science Dav at the
Uni,ersity of the OL.1rks. They got to
spend time in the -;cience lab doing
experiments

and explore more
about ourst!lw!i

and each other."

Biology teacher \Ir Ja.rL>d
Schlulerman brought a det"r to
cla!>!> so th,1t the student" could
di.,..'Ct the deer and learn ,1bout the
biology of a d~r

"I love going on

retn?i11!l and being
able to learn ne\,
lesson!. with all my
friend:,."

"Golng on retreats
i!i fun since I get to
learn and be with all

"It was disgmting but cool at
the :-.."1me time." -Justin Luidens

my friends al once."

"Going on retreats
has always been an

amazing time to get
to know mv

cla~mate,; ·and

Hills To Be Conquered

Field T rips To Be Remembered

' - _. __.__, build

stronger bonds.•
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" GOD IS ABLE "

iZ'a.u>. , , 4 . ~
1-800.814-8660

Subiaco Academy prides itself on its
offering of the spiritual formation of its
students and for the •brotherhood" or
bonding between students. Other than weekly
Masses and required courses in religious
education, the Academy sets aside one day of
the year for each class to go off campus for a
class retreat.
This year the underclassmen went to
Devil's Den near Farmington for the retreat.
The day always began in the Abbey church
with the whole class gathered around to pray
in order to prepare the students for a faithfilled day during the retreat. During each class
retreat~ the students attend prayer groups
with eac h other in hopes to deepen their faith
and prayer life.

Ni nth grader MicaJ, Harrison said tha t the
prayer component of the day was only about
15 minutes long, but he found that time
extremely enjoyable. He liked being outside
with his fellow friends at the Academy and he
opportuni ty to grow a stronger bond with his
classmates.
Ryan Chung, an eighth grader from
North Korea, said he loved his first retreat. In
Korea, as in most American schools, students
do n't get an opportunity to go on retreats as
part of a class.
While learning outside was fun for Ryan,
he also felt that being with his classmates was
more fun than he had ever imagined. He can't
wait until his next retreat to share in U1e Lmity
and brotherhood.

:tc American Literature and British Literature
le~:s e,,.plore the C nl\-er!.ity of 07arks librar.
in h tnor(' m ]_iterature. Jorge anchez, a <.~udent
dif~ c class, ..,,1d "I Jove read mg ,mJ explonng the
crc•nt lop1cs in each book."

Students Oint Cro,,. Ad,1m Ackel and Austin
Bowman explore the L:niver.;i~ of Ozarks' librar.:
in an attempt to gain informalion for rl'-.carch
p,1per" in British likrature and American literature.

The En\ irunmcnl,11 Science cli1s-. L"TIJll~ a dd,- out
of thl• cla!>.. room to go a.nd -.tud\ the
appei1rances of pine cones around campu.-.
Diego Zarate, a ,tudenl m this cfa-.s.
...1id. •1t ~ amazing rn stud, nature up clll~l'-•

MUSIC
In 01\

Horsing Around
1: Matthew Maveux (8) rides one of the
horses at the B~mvard Friends Stables
near Petit Jean Sl;te Park I le was given
the opportunity to go horseback riding
with other students on Ocl. 16. He hopes
one day to ha,·e friends that have horses
so he can "go horsing with them.Plane Ride
2: Jeffrey Isbell (10) was one of six
students who went to the Clark!;villc
Airport for plane rides on 1ov. 2. The
Oarksville Scout Troop 76 hosted the
event.
A Trail of Fun
3: On Oct. 26 students went on a

EAR

In his ear buds plaw1
his fnrori1e m11si'c
Augus1ine Ngu)en I 12)
rap

Luke \lize (9)
hip-hop

WEEKEND ACTIVITIES
11,e folfowiitg nre a few of tl,c trips tlwt happened ill
tl,efirst semester o/2019:

ALL CARE
Pharmacy
Home of "The Perfect Gift"
508 F. Walnut Street
Pari!>,AR

479-963-6400
www.alkarepharmacy.com

Plane Rides with Alumnus, Paris Airport08/ 16
Students to Lake - 08/17
Hidden Pool - 08/22
Fishing - 08/ 23
Fuhrmann Hall to Lake - 08/24
Mt. Magazine and Cove Lake - 08/ 29
Cove Lake Swim - 9/5
Lake Trip - 9/7
Cove Lake Supper - 9/11
Hidden Pool - 9/12

Fish ing St. Michael's Pond-9/ 19
State Fair - 9/21
Lake Dardenelle - 9/22
Hidden Pool - 9/26
Fishi ng St. Michael's Pond - 9/27
Day of the Rosary, Ft. Smith -10/10
Middle School Horseback Riding on Petit Jean
Mountain - 10/16
Mou ntain Biking, Ben Geren Park Ft. Smith 10/26
Plane Rides, Clarksville Airport along with
Police and Firetruck displays - 11/02
Campout with Camp Subiaco Counselors,
Alumni and Dads - 11/08

A.nother Weekend, Another Memory
A.n addition for the 2020 school year was 011 activities director with lots of ideas.
Camp Director Mr. Pat Franz plans
MreF end trips for students throughout the year.
\vh : ra.nz took on a new role in the school this year;
1
als 1e continueing his work with the summer camp, he
~ Pla.rmed lhe weekend life of dorming students.
Studor one of these trips, he and several alumni took 10
dli . ents founvheeling and dirt biking on Mt. Magazine
ring a camping trip Nov. 8-9,
We S~ibiaco

Peter Giebel, a new student, was thankful that
there were no vvrecks. Mathew Mayeux (8) said
that they had a great time and were really glad that
they had the opportunity to go on the campi ng trip
for a wee_ke.n~ before it started getting cold.
On this trip students also hiked, hottubbed,
swam in frigid waters and built campfires.
Mr. Franz hoped that there could be more of
these trips sponsored by alumni.

~ lathe~

Friemel (8)

COUnU)
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Grab a

BITE

Favorite pl ace to eat
J

Jaxon Perreault
(IO)
"My favori te
restaurant is

Cheddar's. I
usuallv eat there
about once or twice;; year. I
usually order a fillet of salmon."

The PRICE

Right: Jonathan Resend iz says, "I enjoy the lunches
here usually but an occasional snack from the
vending machine is nice:
Top Left: Eating lu nch with the monks was
something new for freshman Micah Harrison. "The
monks are interesting and can always offer some
good advice if you listen .•
Bottom: The cafeteria serves up over 1 10,000
meals a year to the students, monks, and guests.
Favorite meals by the kitchen staff include chicken
tampico, calzones, burger and fries, and chicken
fried steaks. John Ho (10) said his favo rite meal
was the Spicy Chicken Sandwich.

is right

How much are you willing
to spend on a meal?

• freddi e
Armstrong (l] )

S15
Jacob Kay (11)
"Sonic, maybe
12 times a year.
A number two
with leltuce, mavonnaise,
tomatoes,and cheese only!"

Daniel Wu (8)
"My favori te
re,taur:int i~
Subway.
I eat there
every Wednesday. I get
lhe ,wee1 onion chicken

teriyaki."

Tin Le (10)
"Morels
Steakhouse
and Bistro. I
go every time I get to Las
Vegas. 1 get the Pan Se,m ..>d
V./ild Scottish Salmon."

FAVORITES
(Students responded to a survey
on favori te restaurants)
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Hometown Computers
25N. Elm
Paris, AR 72855
Jim Kiefer, Owner

479-963-1530

Main Street BBQ- Luke Rai nwater (7)
Chick-Fil-A- Joshua Bowman (10)
NYPD Pizza-Adam Donaldson (10)
Pizza Hut- Logan I less (9)
Jinya Ramcn Bar-Johnny Bui (12)
Smokin' Taters- Matthe\~' Friemel (8)
La Fiesta- Xander Ranki n (9)
Jj's Bar and Grill- Micah Harrison (9)
McDonald's- Natha n Nguyen (11)
El Lorito- Arturo Jaime (11)
Slim Chicken's- Evan Everett (7)
Taipei- Matthew Weidman (12)
Buffalo Wild Wings- Sahir lsei (1 0)

Life without Cooking
Leo n Dan g (11 ), a board er from Texas,
finds himself in the d orms cookin g on the
'-veeke nd s. He loves to cook Asia n food, but
'-Vith its shrimp and stea k, these d ishes
typi ca lly cost too much. Leo n has learned
tha t th ere is no such thing as only coo kin g
fo r yo urself in the dorms.
So he coo ks less expensive foo d so that he
can coo k mo re and have enough food to
share with fri ends.
At Paren t's Weekend and Spring

Ca rnival, Leon's mom ma kes egg rolls for
the d eans and teac hers as a way to say
thank for all the wo rk they do for Su biaco.
Leon wa nts to learn how to make egg
rolls just li ke his mom makes them. Of
course, there are oth er dishes he hopes his
mo m will teach h im how to make.
Once Leo n grad uates from Su biaco
Academy in 2021, he hopes to go to a
culinary school. Leo n sa id, nMv d rea m is to
become a pro fessional Asian chef."

-Hud son
Kersh (7)

S9
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8pay

All Saints
Lunch
Christlriis Dinner
_ _ _ _ _ .... facally
Lmlchfm-ODADSobda'Doy

tlltlngwltb_ln_tbe_
dlalng_ .... tbe IWodmy.
Aftortbe~Caolart,tbefacallJ.

---1,y
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Thomas Spivey 0.0.5., P.A.
Family Dentistry
Orthodontics
20 E. Short Mountain St. Paris, AR

479-963-2292
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V Go
TROJANS!

Costume Contest
This year's Halloween
Contest winners were Jax.on
Perreault (10), who dressed
as Bob Ross, runner-up
Bryan Bond (11), dressed as
James Bond, and third place
Brody Koch (8), dressed as
Dale Brisby.

Oecoratioons on the Hill
Mr. Henlh Spillers, the Student Council sponsor, spent
the first Saturday in December helping the Pnrents
Associalion put up lights and trees and tinsel. He said,
"This year's Lighting of the Hill went very smoothly with
around 20 to 25 students volunteering that Saturday to
come and help on campus."

Jesus is on His Way
During Advent, the student
body gathers together every
Mondav after second lunch
to light'the Advent wreath
leading up to Christmas
break.

Giving Thanks
Although the Thanksgiving
Break extended over ten days,
a trip home for most
international students is
unfeasible. The family of
sophomore Justin Post, who
lives in Altus, invited five
Curacao students to spend
time in their home for the
holiday.

Holiday Merriment
Andrew Bui's favor ite Christmas holiday tradition for his family is the
giVi ng of "troll gifts." These presents are in addition to actual presents. For the
Past five years, he and his lhree siblings exchange gag gifts or "troll gifts."
The best gag gift Andrew has received was from his younger sister,
Cynthia. Wrapped in toilet paper, the gift was hard to identify and kept
Andrew puzzled until the day he opened it. Thinking it was a real gift, he was
surprised to learn it was a second-hand stuffed anima l.
Andrew teased his brother Johnny one year by giving him a gift card for
Video games- a nearly empty card. The joke was that his brother is l1sually the
one who gives and uses game cards.
The siblings buy each a real gift but these are always coordinated. Andrew
sa id, "This [tro\lJ gift brings a suprise element to the tree."
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a Band of Brothers
Subiaco Academy proud ly banters

aboul the "Band of Brothers" idea. Some
think of these as just words. but to many
students. students who began as strangers
quickly became "like brothers."
An examp le of two strangers who formed
a brother-like bond through Subiaco is be
juniors Payne Lee and Kevin Allen. Payne
came his freshman year and Kevin came hi s

eigh1grade year.
At first Payne and Kevin were nothing
more than classmates but as time went on

1hey started lO grow closer to each
other."Never thought we would grow as
close as we have." said-----.
About haJfway through freshman year
they had gotten very close and ag reed they
had become best friends.

Payne and Kevin play soccer. football,
and video games together.Kev in sa id his
favo rite memory of Payne was the home
game against Dardanelle. "We lost that
game but I thought thai Payne and I
played good and really felt like we were

BEST OF ...
'"Never thought we would grow as

Besr friends 11·ere asked which of them
betterflr the rnperlarfre.

close a~ we have."
Payne Lee (11)

playing as a unit."
They have a lunch tradition of
sitting outside o n the benches and
just talking until the bell rings.
Both of them agree that go ing to
Subiaco was a great choice because
they have made so many memories
not only wi th each other but
memories of great friendships and
brotherhood fonned here.

Jacob Bristol (12)
Most Athletic
L.1dy'c; \Ian

Ad.:im Ackel (11 )
Smarte<;t

Austin Bowman (1 l)
LJdy'sMan
Desi Dancer
Besl Sinier

Seth Lisko (10)
Besl Sing<?r
Bt•sl Dancer

After School Bonding
Juniors Andrew Bui and Anthom- Do
h<n"e been best friends ever since they
met al Subiaco. 11,ey run cross country
together and C\ ef)·day after practice
come up together while Anlhony waits
on his ride. In Andrew's opinion they
k(!('p their friendship interesting. •we
might always be together, but we ne\'er
run out of things to talk about.•

Malthe\\• Mayeux (8)
;\lost Athletic
l..ld\\ \fan

i:unnie!-1
Smartest
Be!,t Singer
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Subi Lumber
& SupplyLLC
P.O. Box 125
Subiaco, AR "2865

479-934-4022
~
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Texas and Kevin Allen from Charleston Arkansas sit outside on lhe brown benches during lunch on their phones, an after lunch
Jr~:~~;:> ac:s~ y::r ;~; did not have lunch block together so this is lhe fi~t year they have been able to start a new tradition.

4 79-934-4020

WHO me?
Personalization
The lanvard is one small area where students can show a bit
of individuality. 1. Jackson Peace (11) sports a bold colored
lanyard from hard to confuse with anyone else's while (1)
senior Clint Crow has a Dr. Who lanyard in the style of
Vincent V,in Gogh's Starry Night.
3. Anthony Do (11 ) .idds a bit of playfulness to his
backpack with a soft blue dolphin that he bought in Dallas

Charlie Castagna (1 O)
dons socks of manv theme~ I

compliment his st)~le, socks
about cartoons, baseball,
holidavs, and even ducks.
His coilection of themed
socks is ever growing. he sal

at a Japanese store.
4. A proud Arkansan finds another area for personalization
is in the name holder on Chrome book cases.

Down to an Art
Jo~hua E.lds (11) gTe,\ up

around a famil\' of artists. He
said. - I han.? been intert:'5ted m
art iimce I was a young age. I
enioy art because it helps me
rda, and escape my da~-.to-da~
life. I hold no preference to a
certain kind of art. I enjov them
all.• Joshua has been in a~t for
three ye.us at Subiaco.

ALL CARE
Pharmacy
I lame of "The Perfect Gift"
50/'i

r. W,1lnul Street
Pari,;,AR

479-963-6400
www.allcarepharmacy.com

AF1airforthcDramatic
The drama class under the direction of
Fr. Cassian Elkins worked much of the
firsl semc:.tcr on drafting an original
play, designing the staging. blocking.
,1nd creating co~tumcs and dc!>igns.
Abo\'.:,; Drama class members Seth
Martin, Mark Kiefer, Korbin I law·kins
and Jonathan Resindcz put together a
prop list for a script inspired by Monty
Pvthon
~ft: Senior Wei Tao Wang gets fitted
by Fr. Cassian Elkins for a ~hort skit
prep;m.'CI by the c\a:.s.

_ A.rt allows for expression. Many students have
:Hering choices for their favo_rite proj~cts, .bu_t for
b Xon Perreauh (1 O), his fa\'onte form ts pamtmg,
Ut admitted that the stained glass project was fun
loo.
A t\Vo-year art student, Jaxon said, "I get to
exp ress myself, and I am not just doing the class for
an easy grade. I ge t to make stuff that I want to
"1ake.•
The class in sta in ed glass lasted for nearly two
111 0 n ths a stud ents worked on pieces under the

supervision of Mr. Don Berend.
Mrs. Michelle O'Neal, the art teacher, often stood
nearby to ensure safety and to offer advice. Typically
Mrs. O'Neal assigns mediums or types of art and then
the students chose their topic or design.
Another art form recently attempted by Jaxon was
poetry. Though he had written poetry for class
assignments, he experimented ,vith the form of art on
hi s own over the Christmas break of 2019. The true
joy of poetry, he said, was not having to worry about
all grammar being correct.
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ROCKIN'

instrument
What -

do,.. puti<alarly

enjoy plllylng!

Mysterious Stagehand
1. A mysterious third hand appears as Zach Ingle (11),
keyboard player, plays at the P,1rents Weekend concert.
Ingle explains the mysterious third hand as belonging
to senior Jonathan Reed. Green 011io11s by BookerT. &
the M.G. is a piece that requires a third hand.
Drumming to the beat
2. Joshua Bowman (10) rises to the opportunity of
being a drummer for Subiaco's Jazz Ensemble. Bowman
swi tches in and out \\'llh senior drummer Jonathon
Reed. Bowman said, •1'm working on being able to
keep more than just a beat:

Rocking & RoUing
3. Isaac Barr {12), b>t1itar player, plucks the strings to
S11pcrstitio11 by Stevie Wonder. Barr practiced with Mr.
Roy Goerls advanced guitar class while also playing
for the ja7.Z Ensemble.

Picking the strum
Michael Tran (12) finger-style picks
the Si/c11I Nig/1/ melody for the
Christmas performance. Tran
picked up the guitar in the summer
of 2019. I-le began with youtubc
videos and learned from friends.
When school started, he enrolled in
the beginning guitnr class. Tran had
a head slart on the students in his
class because he practiced over the
summer.

Finding the Perfect Harmony

Jazz It Up A Little
Jonathan Reed (12) has been in the jazz Ensemble for three yea rs but h,1s only
played for two years as their lead drummer. Reed has played drums for ten years.

b "!his year's Jazz Ensemble has come a long way since the
beginning of the first quarter," said Deacon Roy Goetz, the
and director. The band lost nine players from the school year
201 8~19 who held key roles in the group: three gu itar players,
One keyboard player, one saxophone player, and three trumpet
Players. They replaced those gaps with three new guitar
P:ayers, one new trombone player, and three new t:umpet
Payers. TI1is yea r's ensemble featured 24 players with seve n
se niors who were talented musicians.
The Ensemble struggled to find their rhythm with seven
musicians new to the group. Mr. Goetz said, "It took us about

the first nine weeks to start playing in sync. Last year, it was easy
because 1,ve had a lot of experienced players returning."
One senior Jonathan Reed, set the pace, as the drummer, for
most performances. Sax player Weitao Wang said, ffWithout a good
drummer, there really isn't anybody to keep the beats and we
,vould all mess up."
Other seniors who brought experience and stability were
trumpet players Mac Dilley and Matthew Whittle, gu itar player
Isaac Barr, trombone players Sean Kiefer and Matthew Weidman,
and saxophone player Weitao Wang. Many of these seniors were
featured with solos during performances.
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:~u~~eing Initiative A special day of
hv1ties held in Furhmann Hall were
5
Purred by a desire to promote physical,
mental, and emotional well-being.

Following a presentation by guest speaker Mr. Matthew
Eubanks, a counselor at the Universitv of the Ozarks, on
mental health, the students searched for gift certificates
taped under one chair at each table.

Cold Sweetness
The ice cream bar at the
Wednesday lunch during
Catholic Schools Week is
a student favorite event
of the year.

The trip to St. Mary's in
Altus, Arkansas, for Catholic
Schools Week afforded many
students their first visit to the
Catholic church established
in Altus in 1879. The
congregation was founded by
and for immigrants from
Germany and Switzerland.
Members of the parish
who at4nd the Academy
include J,ustin Post (1 O) and
Matthew Mayeux (8).

Before Mass, the historv of St.
Ma11~s in Altus, Arkan~s,
was shared by Mr.Joseph
Post, a graduate of l 983.
Students and facu lty enjoyed
the chance to take a closer
look at the Roman Basilica
structure with its artwork.

The Candy Man Can
Winning jars of candy for a give-away contest were
Zach Ingle (11) and Cory Schluterman{12) who tied
for the Kisses; Andrew Bui (11) for Skittles; and
Jacob Friemel (11) for Starbursts.
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legacy By Grades
Seniors: fight
H.,.l,,,f.d.;d.

J.,.F....i
B...l.,H.,

S-K.i.

J.J..U
c.,y._,
M...,y._,
E,J.,S..,U

Juniors: fight

a.J.e....,.
fu,,.No,
lo,J..E.I,

J.d.o,F.d.;d.
M.,,J..K,.,,.,

M..Ln..

K~y._,

4. Anthom Fne~('T-') & A !Jtcob fm•md
U2.l11ndM.,1W,vFn,-ml~l!I).

K.d.T...

5. R.lnd1 fl'(.ld..,"'I.. !~i) & B llnii,m

Sophomores: four

Fn.-dt'IYl..(l:?),,ndJ;1e~fr<'lk'rlcl..lll )

i.-a..,..

o. Eu:gen., Otd;on nlil & G G11N1Cr Did,un

s.J,L;J.

lustinPost
w.i.,y._,

freshman: Two
L,,.,H..

T=Km.

un

ORANGE AND Blue

Eighth Grade: Two
M..J..F....i
8../yU

"This year there are 30
legacy students w ho
were gifted the
ex perience of being a

Trojan."

RUNS DEEP
What does Legacy mean? A legacy is a gift that is handed down generation by generation. In
Subiaco's case, the father gifts his son the experience of Subiaco. 11,e fath er thought so highly of
the experience of being a Trojan that he wants his son to be one.
This year there are 30 legacy students who were gifted the experience of being a Trojan. Legacy
is something to be proud of; after all a dad thought so highly of this school that he spent
thousands of dollars every year to send his son. This son shouJd be honored and li ve up to the
name that his father established at this school. The you ng man has a fami ly name to represent
and protect.
Ethan Strobel, the son of Tom Strobel '79, is the fourth and last son to graduate from the
academy. He said, NI want to make my dad proud. Having a family name to live up to means thal
all the teachers will know me and my brothe rs. Some of the monks knew my dad and I learned
things nbout him that I would never henr otherwise."
This responsibility to protect the family and its nnme makes a boy turn into a man so he does
not hurt his family's name. To walk dmvn the halls and find all relatives and think about what it
was like whe n they we re here is something that only happens here. Strobel remembers hi s coach
asking him if he was living up to his famil y name. "That was the most motivational thing I ever
heard," he said.
Strobel feels that the legacy that came before him made his time at the Academy easier and
more fun. The connection to the school made time here easier at Subiaco.
The legacy of Subi graduates are well respected not on ly locally, but nationally and even

globally.

~ ~lway~ heard that the
i,"endships that I would make
ere Would be diffc.rc.nt than
~n_v other. The bonds formed
ere last a long time.

Josh Koch (12)

My family that came here before me taught me that
tradilion is a \'ery important part of the culture here at
Subiaco. Tradition provides Subiaco with a support
system that everyone can fall back on during hard
times. It provides us with structure. It cultivates
several of the four pilkirs. Tradilion inspires
brotherhood by making us responsible for our
brothers' actions. Tradition allow:; us to deepen our
faith in God. Finally tradition builds our character b}
holding us accountable for our actions.

I

has taug ht me ,1 very large
amount of wisdom in my short
lifetime. One thing ht> taught
me is the brother hood and
the life.long relationships you
will make at Subiaco.

ij,C.,raklS(hult,'flllanfli71&.D\la....:in
SrhluMman(l:ZI.

The INTERVIEW
Ethan Strobel: 'Nhose letterman do
you wear? I noticed your jacket is a
lot older than everyone else's.
Sean Kiefer: The jacket itself is ,m
father's of who graduated in the ·

class of'97. It was handed down to
me.
Ethan Strobel: I:; the jacket :.pecial to
vou? Whv do wear that letterman
in!.lead Or gelling your own?
Sean Kiefer: I wear it simpl~
because it Wil!i mr fathe~. Mavbe
one day if I have ·a son go lo S~bi I
will hand il down to him. The reason
behind wearing it b being unable to
buy my own.

Komp Blood
Tanner 1'omp (Dass of 2022)) is lhe onh• Komp
attending Subiaco Academy, but a trip down lhe
Alumni hallwav reveals a line of lhem: James
Albert Komp •6s is Tanner's grandfather; Jackie
'75 is a great uncle; Heath '89 and Ch,1d '05 are
his father's brothers; and his father Jason
graduated in '95. Two cousin!>, the sons of Heath,
graduated in 2015 (Andrew) and 2018 (Tyler).
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What do you like

BEST
about the

CURRICULUM?

Mac Dilley
112)

"Brotht•r
Thtlma,'
t~achin~ on
lht.>l~alitic!'oof

bu,int·,..._,,_•

The Meaning of Respect
(Right) Mr. Mike Berry and Mr. Rob Pugh
share with the tenth grade class a video
dip from the movie "Remembering the
Titans.• This clip focused on a scene in
which the coach insisted that his players
learn to respect each other and their
differences, a lesson that was key to being
a good Subi-Man.
Bottom left: The sophomore class focused
on recognizing the methods by which
each learned best. In one class, the
students shared ideas on writing essays
while Giovanni Vargas and Xander
Rankin recorded the ideas on the board.
Bottom Right: The seventh and eighth
grade class learn basic cooking skills from
Mr. Charles Kremers, the kitchen
director. The lessons included basic life
skills and learning to iron and cooking a
meal.

What would

}OU

CHAl'\GE
about the

CLiRRICLU.iM'?

Loe Vu
(12)
"I would hl,.c to

hoo~ \\ h1ch ,,f
the paralld da~""
h,ol,. m,tead ul
b..•mg illTCed hi

l

Wt'

tal,.eom• •

Paul '\ iN
(11)

•1 \1.ould, h."lnge
othen \\ t.' had

}ww

it. I would like 1t

Lult R.Jin~altr
(9)

FOCUSED ON THE FUTURE
And~hrr
(7)

"\\hl·n \1r
Mt.>mer.. taught

u~ ho\, to cool.•
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This year smv the introduction of a new
element to the students' education - a
~ro~am of study called the nparallel
llrriculum." The goal of the curriculum was
to teach the students basic life skiUs as well as
Other not so basic skills to give them an
advantage later in life.
Each grade level focused on a different
concept. Senior learned about
entrep reneurship from Br. Thomas Moore
and Mr. Adam Fleetwood. Br. Thomas
teaches the students the legal aspects of
entre preneurship while Mr. Fleetwood
teaches the economic and real world problem
Solving s id e of it.

Juniors focused on integrity-based
leadership development. It taught the
students to take action for the purpose of
serving others and making a difference.
The sophomores studied emotional
intelligence where they explored the five
primary areas of self-awareness, emotional
control, self- motivation, empathy and
relationship skiUs. Ninth graders worked on
strength based education. The students
learned how to identifv and utilize their skills
to have better academic success, and the
eighth and seventh graders worked on
academic and life skills to prepare for the
rigorous schedu les that Subiaco expects of its
students.

•1 Mmld chan~
h.-i\mi-;1tall
1n~dhl'r, I think
1,c ,huu\d't ha\l'

itat,llJ-

Bn-~n Burnett
(Si
to
~t."t m,,re hand,
on ,Kb\ 1ties and
,.:hscu,,tons that
help u, prepare
for ow tran,ltt :l
mto ne,t ~ear•
"(\HlUld 11....:
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Let the
GAMES
begin

Jonathan Reed (12) dr~,;
a,; a frat on \\'cdnc..da\
I-le
',()rt of. with a Polo

caP.

kept the khali look of frat
drc.,, pain.'d with a white
t.-,;hirt. Admitted!~, he ~1d,
the outfit wa'I put together
in a rush

Down but not done
Ethan Raino (i) t,1kes a spill during
the Bat Spin. Coming to his
as:,istance were Student Council
sponsor Mr. I leath Spillers and junior
Zach Venable. Venable illustrated hi:,,
belief that brotherhood means "to
take care of one another:

Sophomore'.', Jonathan
Mercero ,md l\'an
Marlijn wear "jersevs"
fortheirfovorile ·
professional plaver'.'>
Lebrtin James and
Stephen Curry,

Olaha

~cw sophomore Justin Luidens gets
wet on the Balloon Toss game as junior
Niel- Tayn goes to his knees to s.we a
bad throw.

ELPARIAN
Mexican Restaurant
2301 \.\" Walnut

479-963-3710

S-P-I-R-1-T

Student Council officers are put to the test on the game day of Homecoming Week. On
this day, held Thursday, Oct. 10, the exec utive officers have mu ch wo rk manning the games.
And lhen the class presidents must submit their best players for the games so that their class
ca n be competitive and perhaps eve n take away the win from the typ ically victorious senior
class.
Old pairings, like se niors Clint Crow and Hayden Frede rick or juniors A... tend to happen
in the sign-ups for the balloon toss, but another traditional eve nt,the bat spin, featured many
new students. It is a challenging, physically upsetting game. Standing on the sidelines getting
to cheer on classmates rather than be out there as the one stumbling about is really the place to
be. Sahir lcei (10) said, "It was really fun. I did the bat spin. At first it seemed easy, but then I
got dizzy and had trouble standing up.•
One new game was baggo. The winners in this event, seniors Cory Schluterman and Ethan
Strobel, were seasoned players: they often played at home and at camps with family.
And the finale, instead of tug-of-war, was a circle for su mo challenges. Each class had three
players. Did size and stre ngth matter? Could a little guy stand his ground with proper
strategy? The seniors did win this event and the day, so perhaps size was more important than
stra tegy.
Though the se niors did wi n, StuCo executive president And rew Bui complimented the
performances by the sop homore class. "They really brought it." And that is all that can be
asked.

~le dre.,\-do"n theme or Howaiinn ~ allow, a cool relax~, ibc in the hull-'> of the bottom uf Alumni Hall.
p:~c \Ophomorc" were trcatt.-d to lei\ pro"1ded by Mr... Rohm Schlulcm1an to enhance their wanlrobc. Cla:,.,
b

1

den1 Charlie Ca..,tagno "cnt into lhc gam{'S confident th:n 1hc -.ophomorc, "'ould do "ell

0

bc{'UU!>C

of the

rotherhoods bcm-ccn u., ft and bccau,c of fthow compcuu,c \\Care.ft

Ja,on Perrreault (10) <;ports
hi.. Super Tro1an oulfit. He
u.'it.'d h,;. S('hool hood1e as his
cape and wore blue
underwear outside hi-'> orange
<;harts "like Superm.in dot."' •
A knitted Trojan helmet
made b~- h:-. grandmother
topped hi, outlit.

Th e TNTERVTEW
Elhan Strobel: Whr did vou wear a
Razorhacl.. shirt e\'~n thuugh aren't

good'
Cory SchJu1ern1.tn The -.ame reason
\OU arc. A true Hog fan is a Hog fon
no matter" h.1t
Ethan Strobel: ,e.m, through the
up:-. and down.-.. An: vou about
read~· tu gm.~ up on lhcm?
Cory Sch luterman: Sameda""· ves,
hut I will always be a Hog

ran.

Ethan Strobel: At lea'>l lhe Patriots
are good.

Me and the Boys
Frat Da~- features buttoned down pastels Some of the
Junior crew of Arh1ro Jaime. Gunner Didion,
Tony Castillo and Aidan En!rell bought shirts for
61
outfits .,nd borrow~>d the po!>e from ,1 m('n,e,

Favori te pick-up line
In the Football Feud game for the faculty skit, faculty respond to the topic of favorite pick-up Jines.
Coach Adam Creek as a Subi player said, "'There is something wrong with my cell phone because il
doesn't have your number in it." Students cheered loudly for his answer.

lsacc Barr
Khiley
Frederick

During lhe Homecoming Pep Rall~-.
Student Council leaders put donuts on
strings for representafo·es from each
class to attempt to eat hvo donuts
faster than the other competitors.

Joshua Koch
Kailey Rogers

Connor Phillips
(12) represents
lhe senior class
with the
assistance of
Michael Tran.

Hayden
Frederick
Hailie
Pledger

J.T. Smith (7), as
the youngest
contestant,
struggles to reach
his donut.

Cory
Schlutc.rman
Elizabeth
Kremers

Michael Miller
(10) eats the
donut scraps off
the plate while
Jonathan
Resendiz holds ii
steady for him.

Connor
Phillips
Sara
Hutchison

Mason

Donut lea ve m e
HANGING

Jude rercy-AUen (11) celebrates as he devours
his donuts and capture!; the win for the Junior

Queen for an evening
Issac Barr escorts Khilcy Frederick from Charleston, who was crowned the homecoming queen. Khiley, who is the sister 01
Hayden (12) and Jackson {11) Frederick, was happy that she won.

class.

You had to be there
Ethan
Strobel
Paiton
Forbis

Connor
Miller
Shayla
Rojas
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A few hours before the homecoming game, the faculty and staff performed the
Yearly homecoming skit. The idea for the 2019 sk it was to do a Family Feud
episode and to call it "Football Feud."
The staff of Mr. Andrew Gillispie, Mrs. Holl ie Gillispie, Mrs. Michelle Chuang,
and Mrs. Andrea Cooper played for Elkins by wearing ant ler ears and shirts with
the letter "E."
For the Subiaco Trojans, Coach Adam Winter, Coach Adam Creek, Mr. Heath
Spi ll ers, and Coach Mike Berry teamed up to take on the Elks in a game of
"Football Feud" hosted by Coach Robert Pugh. Even though, the Trojans
abso lu te ly destroyed the Elks in "Football Feud,H the Elks managed some hilarious
answers.
_ The students seemed particularly excited that Coach Adam Winter got
111Volved during Homecoming Week; after all, lhey did not get him pumped up
e nough to compete in the hamster balls. His responses met with enthusiastic
applause.
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SCHWARTZ
Stone Co.
Bill Schwartz
P.O. Box 169 Pari~, AR 72855
Hwy. 109 Scranton. AR '72863

479-938-2317
Fax: 479-938-2875

FBLA

Executive StuCo

NHS

Future Business Leaders of America: Row 1: Ethan Spillers {11), Michael Tran
(12), Paul Niba (11), Brandyn Brooks (12) President
Row 2:Jacob Bristol (12), Charlie Castagno {10), Augustine Nguyen (12) Vice
President, Matthew Whittle (12), Cory Schluterman (12)
Row 3: Anthony Do (11), Andrew Bui (11), Kya Schulterman (11), David
Menjivar (11), Payne Lee (11), Jonathan Reed (1 2), Max Lineras (11), Hayden
Frederick (12)
Row 4: Zach Ingle (11), Braeden Hess (12), Tony Castillo (1 1), Arturo Jaime (11),
Javier lnglehart (11), Jorge Sanchez (1 1), Conner King (11)

National Honors Society: Row 1: Augustine Nyguyen (12), Anthony Do (11),
Michael Tran (12) president, Ethan Spillers (11 ), Johhny Bui (12) secretary,
Andrew Bui (11) vice president
Row 2: Matthew Whittle (12), Diego Zarnte (1 1), Arturo Jaime (11),Jacob Bri~tiil
(1 2), Braedcn Hess (12)
Row 3; Tony Castillo (11), Max Linare:. (11),Javier Iglehart (11), Aiden Everett
(11), Jack Upchurch (12), Matthew Kremers (11)
Row 4: Brandyn Brooks (12), Ethan Strobel (12), Daniel Haunert (12), Jackson
Frederick (11), Clay Huber (1 1).

!'ecul'ive StuCo: Zachary Jngle {1 1) secretary; Jack Upchu.rch (12) trea~urer;
{l~f r~w Bui (11) president; Augustine Nguyen (12) parli;;uncntarian; Clay I lubcr
Vice president.

Finding time to be active in clubs while keeping up
academ ics is a problem several students struggle with; they have
good company with faculty member Mr. Heath Spillers, who
teaches six classes in math and science and also manages to
sponsor clubs: Student Council, swim team, robotics club, and
scuba classes.
Andrew Bui (11), president of the Executive Student Council
said, "Mr. Spill ers is phenomenal. ...
Bui said that Mr. Spillers had been very helpful as a
sponosr. When Mr. Spillers could not access information, he
could connect Buj with people that could help or answer
ques ti on.
Bui commented, "How does he have time for everything?"
The Endowed Chair Committee recognized Mr. Spillers for
his time and effort by award ing him the Fr. Robert Lazzari
Endowed Chair for Excellence in Teaching for 2019-2020.
Congratulations on a title well deserved.

v'Y7nner, v'Y7nner

All winners qualified for the state convention.

Hometown Computers
25 N. Elm
Jim Kiefer, Owner

Honor Court : Joshu.i Bowman (10) Sophomore Jwtice; Braeden He 55 (12)
Sl'nior JUblice; Jacob Bristol (12) Chier Justice; Leon Dang (11) Junior Justice.
Not Pictured: Blake Zimmer (11) Junior Justice.

Lead by Example

List of awards from District FBLA conference in Fort Smilh:
Max Linares (11), Zach Ingle (11), Ethan Spillers (11)- lst in
Hospitality Management
Kya Schluterman (11)-1s1 in Computer Problem Solving Skills
Matthew Whittle (12}- Jst in Insurance Risk Management
Charlie Castagna (10), David Menjivar (11 )· 2nd in Entrepreneurship
Augustine Nguyen (12)- 2nd in Securities and Investments
Anthony Do (11), Andrew Bui (11)- 2nd in Organization Leadership
Brandyn Brooks (12)- 4th in Networking Concepts
Paul Niba (11), Conner King (1 1), Payne Lee (11)- 4th in Sports
Entertainment Industry
Michael Tran (12)-6th in Health Administration
Cory Schulterman (12)- 6th in Agriculture Business
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Honor Court

NHS

Best trait
ofa

Service
Project

Subi
MAN

"I sold toys at my local
church to raise
money."
•Javie~ Iglehart (11)

"I worked the Fort
Smith marathon."
•Joh nny Bui (12)

"We raised monev for
the cancer suppo~t
house in Fort Smith.'
-Michae1Tran(12)

"Adaptability to people
and places·
~Jacob Bristol {12)

"Being open-minded"
·J;"tc.k Upchurch (12)

"Brotherhood"
-Leon Dang (11)

"Humility"
-Br.ieden I-less (12)

~cood character•
•Andrew Bui (11)
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Quiz
Bowl
Buzzed in
Members of the quiz bowl team aren't
necessarily the smartest people on
campus, but membership does show a
willingness to test one's knowledge and a
willingness to focus o n acquiring mo re
knowledge. Or maybe for them, it is

more abou t getting off campus and eating
al Chick-fil-a.
Both teams, jun ior high and senior
high, had new faculty sponsors this year,
with Mr. Jeff lngle taking o n the sen ior
high team and Mrs. Michelle Chuang
hith the junior high team. Both were
new to the world of quiz bowl, !earn ing
the ruJes and procedures fo r the firs t
time.
Though none of the members of the
senior high team were sen iors, all the
mem bers brought e>..perience with them.
Of the starting five, three were

Jr. High Quiz Bowl Team
Dan iel Wu (8), Travis Wolf (9),
Luke Mize (9), Ryan Chung (8),
Evan Everett (7) and Matthew
Friemel (8). Not pictured:
Joseph Smith and Logan Hess

Sr. High Q uiz Bmvl Team
Jaxon Perrau lt (10), Adam
Donaldson (10), Lucas Tudor
(10), Tonv Castillo (11), Andrew
Bui (11), i<va Schlu terman (11),
Zach Ingle· (11), Max Li nares
(11) and Josh Bowman (10)

Robotics
The Subiaco Ac,1demy Robotics team did not get off to the best :,tart.
Though gin!n the assignment to build a robot back in July, the members had
until December to complete it. All this time made time manageml'nl a kl'y
issue.
The Trojans did complete a robot in time for a competition at the l!ni\'ersih
of North Little Rock in late January. They won 3/ 6 of their competitions lhal
day.
Team sponsor i\ lr. Heath Spilleri, said, "We ~hould have started earlier but
in those last weeki,, two freshmen Tri!vis \.\'olf and Logan I less learned to
program and made so much progress.•

sophomores.
"The team is eclectic and surprisingly

gifted/ said Mr. Ingle.
The young pla.vful team of senior high q ui;t bowl member.., cnioy their
practice matches. New team sponsor Mr. Jeff Ingle took a fun approach to
preparing for matches.

ALL
STAR

honors
Evan Everett (7) earned all•star honors by
answering correctly five or more
questions per game at the district
competitions held at Trinity Ju nior High
in Fort Sm ith. He qualified to com pete in
an All•Star game.

er to meets ,md soon became a fas ter swimmer than she,

Swimming
]Y

pOJ

ed

ELPARIAN
Mexican Restaurant
2301 W. Walnut

4 79-963-3710
~Wini team : Ashton Sinter (9),Tan ner Komp (9), Korbin Hawkins (9),
Cbastian Lacerte (9), Ethan Spillers (11), Joosung Lee (10)

A ne,\ competith·e event this year, the swim team was lead by Mr. Heath Spillers.
Of the six :.wimmers on the team, four have competed before. Tanner Komp (9),
Ashton Slater (9) and Ethan pillers (11) competed in the summer league in nearby
Clarksville. Joosung Lee (10) competed at school in Korea.
In fuel, Ethan was an assistant coach in the <;ummer progr,1m two da\'<; a week
th rough the summer. "I get in the water with the kids, talking them through it,
sho~ving them how lo improve lt'chnique and build good practice habits.•
His father, Mr. Heath Spillers, as the coach of the Subiaco squad, enjoyed the
process of getting the kids in swimming shape. "They have learned new Mrokei,, cut
their limes down, and continued to improve their t('Chniques like the flip turn."
Komp, who preferred the breaststroke c1nd free sty le, s,1id, "These two :.trokei, are
my favorite and I am happy to perform them a:. a Trojan now."
~?

Blue Arrow

Row 1: ~kk Tayn (11), Frt'ddie Armstrong (11),Judc
Percy-Allen (11), Tin Lee (10), Camarion Raina (8),
Jeffrc\' lo:;bell (10)
Row 2: Daniel Wu (8), ~1eh•in Sanchc7 (11), Seth
Li~ko (10), Ju!>hn Luiden!> (10), Jonathan Resend.ii
(JO), Giovanni Vargas (9), Ben Lee (9), Jonathan

Top: Matthew Kremers (11), jo'lhua
Bowman (10), Augw,tine Nguyen (12),
Jacob Bristol (12)

Mercera (10)

Bollom: Zachary Ingle (11), Adam
Donaldson (10), Andrew Bui(l \), Ethan
Spillcrs{11), Payne Lce(ll),Justin Post(l0)

Row 3: James Bourgeois (1 OJ, Brandyn Brook!<> (12),
Jacob Bri:,lol (12), Ivan Marti1n (10), Silhir bei (10)

Like the Old
Luis Almrl'7 (10) at thl' !\.itional Historic
Site in Fort Smith learns how to W.lSh
clothe~ \\'ilh a W<bh board.

The Day of the Train
Sixteen members of the
Cultural Awareness Club
attended the Fort Smith Polar
Express yearly event on Dec. 7 at
the Trolley Museum. These
members read lhe book The Polar
£rpress to children at the event.
Those members who couJd read
Spanish read the book in that
language.

Members of BluC' Arrow, Payne Lee (abo\'e photo and Jacob Bristol (right photo), give
tours to St. Joseph's and Trinity students respecli\'cly. As part of their Blue Arrow
duties, members gi\'e tours to \'iSiting schools and must identify important places
and memorials to the visitors, which mearu. that each member has to have ,in
extensive knowledgc of the campus.

"What does Captains' Club
mean to you?"
"It means discussing with the
administratio n problems I see at the
school and coming up with possible
solutions."
Anthony Do ( 11)

"Being in Captain's Clu b means that I
have another opportunity to make
change in our school."
Zachary Ingle (11)

Anthony Do (11), Matthew Whittle (12), Mac Dilley (12), Zac Ingle (11), Dr. Da\·id
Wright, Johnny Bui (12), Mason Schluterman (12), Jacob Bristol (12), Daniel
Haunert (12), Ethan Strobel (12)
Not Pictured: Clint Crow (12) and Br. R.iban I !eyer

~;- Donald Goetz, Adam Donaldson (10) ,James_\'illarcal (9)_, J,1cob Friemcl
), Muuhew Friemcl (8), Jeff lsbc.11 (10), Luke ri.hze (9), Tran) Wolf (9)

Andrew Bui (11), Anthom· Do (11), \tax Linare~ (11). Adam Donaldson
(10), Josh Bowman (10), Da\·id \len1i\'ar (11), Matthew Whittle (12),
Jacob Brislol (12), Daniel Haunert (12). Br. Raban Hever (sponsor)
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1. The team huddles up to run another on
a scoring d.rive against L.waca.

SV\J!EET
REVJENGJE

2. Justin Po:,t(lO) and Hayden
Frederick(l2) chest bump after I lavden
scores on a long touchdown run aS<linst
Lwaca.

The Trojans, who remembered
the 2018 homecoming game against
Dover that ended on a controversial
play, got their revenge against the
Pirates this season dS Senior Cory
Schluterman led the Trojans to a
38-14 victory.
nl thought it was a great effort by
the whole team and we went out
there and played hard and got the

win," said Schluterman. "It felt

"Making the extra point
during homecoming. It
meant a lot."
Joshua Malago n (12)

good."

Schluterman had -19 rushing yards,
1-l tackles, 1 interception and l
touchdown on the game.

"When Cory tried to backflip
but landed on his face."
Isaac l:lan' (1 2)

Brandyn Brooks (!45) runs lhe ball up the
left side of the field a:, Adam Ad.el (5 ) pulls
around to lead on the opening drive of the
first game of the season against Lavaca.

4. Mason Schlulerman and I lavden
Fredericl... led the charge throu8,h the first
banner o( their senior season. "It is a
really awc~mc experience to get the
guys hypOO up in the huddle before a
game,• said Schlulerman.

1. No easy stuff. Jon
Rezindez runs thro ugh
an arm tad.le for an Byard run and a Trojan
first down against Dover.
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CRAVENS

2. 11 takes a team effort .
Thirteen players totaled
for 58 tackles against
Dm·er.

greatest
challenge
"My gn?atcst challenge
was le.irning to play under
a new cooching staff."
Joshua "-och (12)

Abstract & Title Co.
Charles Cravens
24 E. Main Pa ris, A R 72855

4 79-963-6444
Fax: 479-963-2567

'

"Leaming the nC\\
offense from every
position of the O iine so I
could lead."
Ethan Strobel (11)

!seni or High Football
Vs. Lavaca
® Lamar
@ Lincoln
~ Dove r
@ Ozark
Vs. Elkins•
Vs. Waldron
Vs. Dard anelle
@ Mena
Vs. Pottsville ..
:~omecoming
Senior Night

34-7
6-44
7-54
38-14
6-55
7-4 3
18-40
0-133
0-54
13-35

SENIOR HIGH FOOTBALL TEAM
TOP: Ju:)tin Luidem, (10), Ethan Strobel (12), Connor Phillip~ (12), Zach Venable (11), Connor \1iller
(12), J,. : evin Allen (11)
\flODLE: Jo~hua Malagon (12), Hunter Criswell (11). Seth Lisko (10), Payne Lee (11), Isaac Barr (12),
Brandyn Brooi...~ (12), \\'eslcy Schluterman (10), Austin Bowman (11)
KNEELl!\:G: Fr\.->ddie Arm.:,trong (11), Hayden Frederick (12), Amari Gardner (10), Adam Ackel (11).
Mason Schluterman (12), Joshua Koch (12), Justin Po!it (10), Michael ?-.liller (IO)

\{%~::~!~ ~:s:~~:2~;d~~~a(~~~

~~t~:~~a~i~1

J~~:,:e;t;) (I I), David Menjivar (11), Cory
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Left: Two eighlh graders, Brod~· Koch (:31)
and Jo:.eph Smilh (:21), go to work on the
Gators. Smilh's best defensive game wa<i
against Two Ri\'ers where he made three
tackles.

MORE.

Bn·son Burnett {Grade 8)
comes m for the tackle for
one of his lhree tackles m
the game against Two
Ri\'ers.

an Id
familiar

ROAD

The summer hit hard on the footballs fields
of Subiaco. With no returning coaches for the
junior high team, the scramble began to find
coaches. Two staff members volunteered to
come on board des pite other responsibilities.
O ne was Mr. Adam Creek, a dean. He
conti nued in that position but also took on the
incredible task of leading these youngsters.
Coach Creek played tight end at Southern

Arkansas University in Magnolia, so he
brought with him knowledge and experience
of the game.
Mr. Robert Pugh was once again called
Coach Pugh, a title he hardly got rid of after
leaving the sidelines in the early 2000s. He
continued working as the school councilor. A
junior high player Ethan Raina said, "Coach
Pugh added the fighting spirit and offer
kindness when needed."

Above: J\:inth grader Luke Castro rum, the ball
against Lincoln, picking up three yards along
the way. He enjoyed being quarterback and
"dominating" in the Westside game.

/'\inth-grader lineman Lukas
R,1inwatcr (.t60) lo,,es
blocling for lhc offense and
pushing the olher team
around during a game.

Junior High Football
vs. Two Rivers
vs. Lincoln
vs. Lamar
vs. Montainburg
@ Hackett
@ Lavaca
vs. JC Westside
@ Trinity
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12- 24
14 - 44
6- 26
8- 34
8-36
0-38
54 - 30
6 -46
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Memories
nol to be lo~ouen

Junior High Football Team:
Top row: Ryan Chung (8), Matthew r-.tayeux (8), Micah Harrison (8), James I lawsey (9), Xander Rankin (9), Lane
Watts (9), Lukas Rainwater (8),
Middle rmv: Adam Creek (Coach), Joey Sparks (9), Joseph Smith (8), Drew Creek (8), Camarion Raino (8), Lul..e
Castro (9), Logan I less (9), Ethan Raino (7), Robert Pugh (Coach), Adam \.\linter (Coach), Bottom row: Andrew s..,rr
(7), Brody Koch (8), Fernando Armstrong {9), Giovanni Vargas (9), Luke Mize (9), Jack Van Der Pullen (8), Lane
Wilson (S)

;1'a.ingang
h Cnior high students take on the chain gang duties at
i.. 0 rne games for the 1unior high football team. Seniors
t~ayden Frederick, Isaac Baar and Connor Miller did
Cca rlygamcs.

"I love the game
of American
football,
especiallv when
I get to Play
defense:
• Emmanuel
Sibilla (9)

FffiST
ATIO AL
BANK
11 East Main

P.O. Box 31
Paris, AR i2 55

\Vww.fustparis.nel

479-963-2121

Schedule

Pre
Game?

Lifcwa,•Ch ristian

March2

CossatOt River

March4
March6

Gentry
Arkansas Arts Academy
Springdale Har-Ber
Shiloh Christian
Morrilton
Clarksville Tournament
Dardanelle
Clarksville

Bcrrvville
Prai;ie Grove
Dardanelle
Morrilton
Hunts,,me
Harrison

M,,rch9
March
March
March
March

10
12
13-14
17

March 19
March31
April 3
April 7
April 20

April 21
Apri\24

KEEPING
It Real

"Senior Night because that
is a game I've been looking
forward to since l Wi!S a
sophomore."
-Midiae/Tra11(12)

1 "The best part about -.occcr here is the

~,._...,,__ _""1 sportsmanship our team has." -Javier Iglehart (11)

I

Which game gets
you hyped?

=======~~~

"I am most excited for
Dardanelle because they are
long rivals and Coach O'NcJ!
said he would shave his
beard if we won.•
-Matthew Wliittle (12)

2. "\\'hen _mu feel like quitting. remember wh~
\'Ou

started" - Jacob Friemel (12)

3. "Being a goalie allows me to ha\'e more control
over the dcfensi\'e player, and also ~ the enlire
field.• -David Menjivar (11)

April 28

David Menjivar {11)
•J get on one knee and say
an Our Father. I also pray
for good luck."

One Last
Ride

Newcomer

1. Deciding to play soccer his

Payne Lee {11)
•1 eat a lot or oranges and
make a ton of jokes.•

juinor year has been a great
decision according to Andrew
Bui. "It's been great so for, I wish I
would'n• bt>en playing all theS('
years·
Back Al It
2. Jun ior Aiden Everett is entering
his third year of Subiaco Academy
soccer. "I've been playing fo r
thirteen years and the best part of
soccer isn't just playing. H's
forming a brotherhood with my
teammates:

While a senior, soccer team
captain Joshua Malagon prepared
for the next chapter of his life
when he planned to join the
National Guards. "The drills in
soccer aren't lhe same but thev did
greatly prepare me for my PT (physical training)."
Being team captain allowed
Joshua to practice leadership skills,
a desirable trait to have when
entering The National Guard,
according to Joshua.
In his fourth vear as a soccer
player and start;r, Joshua will be
sad to leave the program but happy
he had the opportunity.
Joshua thinks of himself as a
gu nn er o n the field and aJwavs
gives full effort. He said, "Full send
it and keep going until the refs stop
you."

~

-A-. A-.

~~~
Jonathan Resendiz (10)
"Kneel down, make the sign

of the cross, ma~e sure to
step on the field with my
right foot."

1£:01r~:~J~i~(~

J~~?cr~;~~1~110~11~0t°FJ~1 1

1

.~~ 1.~f~.nt~h\:,?~1i~~~~-i~'.
)~ej~:;1k!;;~t~i~c~fr6t~J~g~S~~~~~~~ 1~).i
Matthew Whittle (12). Michael Tran (12). Kc,in Allen (11). Justin Post ( 10). Tony Casullo I I I). Aidan facreu (I I). Ryan
Chung (8). Puync Lee (I I). Chandler Burrough:-(! I). Vince Dang (9). Oa,id Mc1tji"ar (11)

~
Paris,AR

479.963.6436

ReDesign

REBUILD
TI1e rebuilding process for the
baseball program started in August
when the Academy landed a new head
baseball coach, Mr. Adam Winter, a
first-time head coach at 24 years old.
He graduted from Conway High
School and attended the University of
Ozarks on a baseball scholarship.
He spent a year working under a
former coach at Conway High School
before taking on the job at Subiaco, a
job he had been warned not to take.
The new coach's first order of
business was to go to the students and
rally lhe troops. After a formidable
week of endurance training, a week
designed to "get the wrong people off
the bus,~ the real work began.
The team started from the bottom
with easy stuff like relays and run
downs. Then they put all the simple
stuff together. Before they knew it
they were playing baseball.
According to Charlie Castagno,
"The 2020 seaso n will be one for the
books."

Causing a
RACKET

1.Danicl Haunert shows off his

experience and fixes the score during the

Dardanelle game.

LIFE LESSONS

2. "Ir you win through bad sportsmanship
that's no real victory,• says first-year

Daniel Haunert became a
fixture on the tennis courts in
his six years at Subiaco

player Maximina Perez.

3. Second-year player Conner Go~alvez
fights to earn his second appearance in
district. -

•A lot of things in my daily
routine are inconsistent, but
tennis is always the same for
me, just hard work.•
-Sebastion Lacerte (9)
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"Tennis has taught me to
never give up. I'm still
learning and doing my best
but I ha\'en't given up."
- Zachery Ingle (11)
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"Fr. Cassian Elkins makes
tennis difficull but at the
same time something to look
fonva rd to."
• Joshua Gann (10)

I

Senior Daniel Haunert finished
his last eason of tennis at Subiaco
Academy. "It has been a great
experience fo r me."
Daniel competed for si>..
consecutive vear . He went to
district his s~phomore, junior and
senior year. Of all of lhe games he
has played at and for Subiaco, his
most memorable game was a district
match during his sophomore year.
It was a game that paired
Subiaco vs. Subiaco. Then seniors
Robert Remy and Andrew Eveld
(Class of 20i8) competed against
Daniel and a fellow sophomore Matt
··I I I I I .I I I I I { I II J J J I
I
/ i Stites in "the losing bracket if you
I I I I
■
I
I I I I I I I J t I l wiU: For third place, Daniel was
,
out.
I
I I
I quick to point
The tournament was crunched
II
game \Vas onJy
this
and
Ii for time
1
i supposed to be played for one set.
By default the seniors won the
match but to Daniel the match was
not about winning or losing. "We
dropped all sense offormalitv."
To Daniel that match, and really
all matches, was about being out ·
there on the court playing the sport
I I
he loves, a .sport he hopes he can
'"" ~ continue to play in college and after.

I

.

""'

-

I

--,---

~·~,

Tennis
"Mv favorite moment from
this vear is when I finallv
go't my i.crve down.
Cassian Elkins taught me
how by using the basketball

F;.

Adams Backhoe
Service, Inc.

Morrilton
Clarksville
Pottsville
Morrilton
Clarksville
Dardanelle
Pottsville
Dardanelle

2-0
5-2
0-6
2-1
3-0
2-1
3-6
3-1

P.O. Box 507
Charleston, AR

479-965-7655
479-651-7191

Overall Kecord 5-3

------------ --

nc,l."

JamcsVillarreal(10)

"My favorite moment of
this ~ason wns when I
rect>ivcd Sebastian's
drh·e. After hitting more
than 500 n-ccives, I
finally got il."
Ben Lee (10)

New Place, Same Business
Fir;t-~·car lenm!> pla\·cr for Subiaco, Lui!>
Cal\'o (10) cnioys pla~-ing here. Luis

plan.'CI at home in \1e'Jco City
•r\'e been pla~'ing since I wa:, fi\'e, but il's
ncn?r been th1:, enjoyable:

making
improve111e11t-s

efense T rojans Defense!
1. AlongJeadons two steals this game the
Trojans combined for 10 total.
ewfaces
2. Sophomore Jonathan Mercera rises up
to score again~! the Hector Wildcats. The
Trojans won by 26 points.

leave

a MARK
This season the Trojans looked to
the lone senior Clint Crow to lead on
and off the court. Oint has plaved
basketball since his freshman .Year
and loves the game. He has no
problem being the only senior. ~It
feels good getting to help my
brothers improve even if it is just in
small things.•
The best part about playing and
leading this year for Clint was that he
never s~n,v his role as a leader
coming. As a sophomore he thought
he would never be more than a JV
player but didn't care; being a part of
the team was good enough for him.
Through hard work and une>,.pected
circumstances, Clint got a role on
varisty and played in both JV and
varsity games. "It's a great situation
and e).perience for me to contribute
in both games."
Clint said Subiaco basketball and
Coach Tim Tencleve made him a
better person. "Basketball here has
taught me that hard work does pay
off and I will alwavs be thankful for
Coach pushing m~ to be much more
than I thought I could be."

Samuel Amcgnia\'C

"Since coming here I ha\'c
impmved my shooting nnJ

ball h;:andling."

Trojan Pioneers
3. Matthew Kremers, a second-year
varsity player, put in extr.i time in the
gym. "The morning sessions have made
me more confident for shots."
Domjnation

Senior Hi~
Basketball

4. When matched up against the I leber
Springs Panther's, the Trojans beat them
by 20+ points both game.!>. The Trojan.!>
played Heber Springs in the first round
of the district tournament.

John I-lo

"I h,RC impro\'ed on mv
defonse and finishing
around the rim with both
hands."

page sponsored by

High Hopes
Sophomore h·,m Martijn
but has high
is only
hopes of dunking.
"Maybe not this year but
soon enough I want to

s·r

dunk."

CRAVENS
Abstract & Title Co.
Charles Cr ens
24 E. \ lain Paris, /\R ~2855

4 79-963-6444
Fax: ~79-96l-256.'

Mouse in the House
Sophomore Sahir lsei
battled with Ozilrk
player Carrell Schaffer.
Sahir was outsized bv
over seven inches bu"°t
did not bad, down and

Future School
Springdale
Southside
Hector
County line
Harrison
Rodger

Favo,rite
0ame

Van Buren

Pottsville
Dardanelle
Heber Springs
Dover

"My favorite game was
Dardanelle because we pro\"cd
we are a good team despite
how young we are.•
- Paul Niba (11 )

Ozark

llllllf
"I leber Springs was my
favorite b..."Cau.se of our
defcn<.e, hw.tle, and
toughness we showed. •
• Emilio Kiltmi (10)

~ -·~ -· 13

Morrilton
Clarksville
Dardanelle
Ozark

_.,__,,....._,

,

19
;: •2020 Senior High Trojans: Nathan Ngu)en f I IJ. Ju'>lin Luid,m ... f 10). Adam Donald-.on ( 10) Conner Kin~ I I IJ
s;;~han Mercer.i ( 10). Jude Perc)--Allcn (I 11. J:id,..,on Fre<.lcnd: (11). ChntCro\\ I 121, Emrc Gurci I 101. Ju,1 111 Po-.1
Sahir ~l Amcgmavc (11). ~l.illhc\.\ Krcmcr. (11). Bf'}an Bond ( 11 ). Ermlo El K1lam ! 10). Paul r-.1ba (l lJ. John Ho !\OJ.
\e1 ( 10), Ivan Man.ijn (10). JeJd:m Nie\eld I 10)

1io,.

Pottsvllle
Dover
Heber Springs
Clarksville
Morrilton

47-43
39-58
43--60
64-38
47-30
47-56
43-58
3fr67

37-72
39--46
47-28
63-51
51-30
44-48
57-56
44-53
35-41
53-55
61-39
54-23
52--65

37-40
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Body Up
In a home game against Heber Sprigs,

Matthew :-.1avcux (8) blocks a shot. In an
ensuing play: Mayeux scored on an inbound pass. "That was my best game. J
outsco red and outreboundcd lhc rest o f
the team." he said.

Favorite
Memory

Do Not Go
QUIETLY
Brody Koch ( ), point guard
for the junior high team, averages
the most points per game.
He put much effort into
improvi ng in basketball. Brody
went to the weight room after
practice a couple of days a week
to work out on the machines to
help strenghlhen his legs. He lifts
weights and does curls.
At the beginning of the season
Brody twisted his ankle and was
out for h1.,•o weeks of games.
When his ankle was healed he
was ready to get out there and
help his team out as much as he
could.
Brody enjoys the time spent
with his teammates. During
scrimmages he is known to be
the loudest. "He is the most
energetic, defin itely," said Ryan
Chung (8). "Even off the court,
he runs around and is ahva\'s
·
active and a bit goofy."

Tanner Komp (9)
Scrimmaging in practice
and playing with my team.

Noah Bloomdahl (8)
Against Ozark, I was called
up to be a starter.

Jack Van Der Pullen (8)
I just love playing with my
team on the court

llector
County Line
Pottwille
Dardanelle
Heber Spring:.
0()\"('f

Teamwork Pays Off
Ry,m Chung (8) earned minutes in most games in the regular season.
"The atmosphere on the court is way different. You feel the
difference. You can make mistakes in practice, but in a game a

mii.take is costly."
t eftOpcn
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In the B-tcam game agnin~t Hector. Bry,on Burncu (8) scores off a ~teal.
II wa~ one of the two baskcb he ,;cored thm game.

~Unior High Basketball Team
°P: Jack Van der Pullen (8), Tanner Komp (9), Ryan Chung (8),
0
anieJ Wu (8), Jame!. Hawscy (9), \fatthe\\ ~fayeu, (8), Luke Ca.-.tro
(9 ), Broch, Koch (8)
Middle: Luke Mize (9), Giovanni Vargas (9), Elhan Raino (7), Noah
81
0orndahl (8), Emm,mud Sibilla (9), Vince Dang (9)
Bottom: Hudson Ker,;h (7), Bryson Burnell (8), Scba!>lian Kersh (7),
Lane Wilson (8)

Ozark
Dardanelle
Ozark
PotlS\•ille
Dover
Heber Spring:.

16-38
2-1-47
17•56
-1-45
3-38
16--43
16--46
25-5-1

8--15
20-53
23-52
2-1--18

"These kid\. did something lhal -.hows
theu character b~· pla~·in~ hard •ind being

good people eve~- day In the end that's
all you could a~k of them."
• Cooch Tim Tencleve
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Greatest Running
Achievement?

Left: The Cross Countn·
team gathers for "Scni~r
Night" at a cabin on Lake
Dardanelle. As a gift, the
whole team signed their
names on Frisbees for
Jacob Bristol, Matthew
Whittle, Matthew
Weidman. and Jacob
Friemel.

EAT.

Right: Sophomore Joshua

Top: Brandon Stroh
(11), N'ilthan :\guv~n
(11), Ma, Linarc~ (11),
Anlhony Do (11),
Andre\\ Bm (11), Bryan
Bond (11)
Bottom: Jacob Bri~tol
(12),Jefflsbell {10)

Bowman gives senior

RUN.

Jacob Bristol some
encouragement while
running hill~ in the heat

SLEEP.
REPEAT.

of August by the tennis

courts.

This year's cross
cow1try team
finis hed ru nner-up at
d istrict and qualified
to go to the state
cross country meet
held at the Oak.Jawn
race track.
"One memory was
watch ing Nnruto.
Somehow we fit
around 20 peop le in
Br. Raban and Mr.

country meet. For
those two hours \Ve
watched and ate
sa ndwiches togethe r
as a team."

Postrace Juniors gather by helicopter for a photo at Camp J.T. Robinson in

North Little Rock.

••A good number of new athletes joined us in
the foll of 2019 for cros!, country, making it an
exciting and fun year. The returning runners
did a phenomenal job: • Br. Raba11 Heytr

Top: Tony Ca,lillo (11) finishe!I a 5k with
a time of 24:22.
Bottom: Adam Donald~n (10) fini~hl.'~ a
Sk with .J time of22:19 at the Arm~
N,1liOnill Guard• Be Your Be~t • Cro~-.
CounttJ Meet.

"Br. Raban Heyer and Mr. Don
Goetz helped me improve m~
performance by making sure
we're being pushed to the best of
our abilities:
-Bra11do11 Stroh (11)

Cross Country
Meets

quote me.

Track & Field Meets
March 3

Sept. 7
Sept. 21
Sept. 24
Sept. 28
Oct. 19
Oct 31
Nov. 9

Fort Smith
North Little Rock
Clarksville

Russellville
Hot Springs

Clarksvllle"(Olstrict)
Hot Springs"(State)

",\1akm.~il to ~tatc.•
~.\1ax Li11arl!S (11)

1

Ro w 1: Jackson Seiter (10), Evan Everett (8), Robbie Clegg (10), Luke ~lize (9), Scbaslian f..;ersh (7), J.T Smith (;
Row 2: Fernando Armstrong (9), Logan Hess (9), Andrew Bui (11). Daniel Wu (8), Ethan Spillers (11), Anthon
1
~~:nas~ct;1),(lJ~~o~i;~~;(f2~~)~fatthew Whittle (12), Ryan Chung (8), Matthew \Veidman (tZl
~ \~ 1
Max Linares (11), Javier Iglehart (11), Jacob Kay (11).
Row 4: Joosung Lee (10), Arturo Jaime (11),Jacob Friemel (12), Aidan Everett (11), Adam Donaldson (10),
Nathan Nguyen (11), Tony Castillo (11), Jorge Sanchez (11).

t• ~:i;

"Br. Raban Hevcr and Mr. Don
Goetz helped me improve my
performance by gradually
increasing the speed and
distance:
-Jeff Isbell (10)

March 17
March 19
March 31
Aprll 6
April 8
April 29

Booneville
Morrilton
Heber Springs or Elkins
Mansfield
RussellvUle
Russellville (Half marathon, 1Ok, and Sk)
Heber Springs'(OistrictJ

".\ot nmtmR m last plau at
tht ~tatt' cro~~ n 11111trv meet.•
-Joslrua Bou1J,ia,; (10)
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Damien Cafaro lead six stude
They operated a lift, changed
a jack and replaced wiper bla
Fryer and Mr. Patrick Richey
with each of the participants

Left: A significant transition hdppened m 2020: the loss of \Vardlaw Hall as a
da..;sroom. The das:.es in \\"ardla\\· m~l"ed to the Mam Building lo begin the
St'C'ond .!temcster. Demoht10n of the\\ ardla1\· space beg.in mid-Februan· 1,ith
·
possible plan~ to comer! 11 inlo lil"ing quarters for staff
The dis~laced da~~ mol"ed into space<. m lhe Mam Building that had been
re_,·.lmped into cla~rooms during the Fall of 2019. Eight classrooms were made
a,mlable in this area ,,·h1ch once hou-.ed student<;
•~ea,'lng Wardlaw was like lt.>a\"ing home," said \1r. Ken Stol"all, who taught
in\\ ardlaw from 2002 to the pre-.cnt. _"I guc'-<; I will alwa~., mis:. not being in
Wardlaw; but I must confes.!,, I reath hke m, new classroom in the Main
·
·
Building.·
Below: Lights and compull'rs and fire alarm!> went off on WL-dnesda\", Feb 19
during third period. Much of the I lill was left in tht.:' dark and witho~t internet
off ,rnd on for the next week. New wires were run for Alumni Hall and the PAC
and the gym "to come hack to life." Full power \\·as resumed bl" Vl°ednesdav,

-·

4. Nearly ten students
participated in a catcgor:,
called bulk cooking with
Chef Charlie Kremers.
Thev cooked lunch for the
abbcv and acadenw and
then ·created the m·enus for
lhe next week and did
cleanup duties.
5. Another group toured
the Post Winerv in Altus,
AR. The phot~ was taken
near a 1944 war truck once
owned bv Joe Sax, Cla:.s of
1923. .
6. Mrs Michelle Chuang
and Mrs. Hollie Gillispie
cooked Asian cuisine with
,1bout 12 students in the
kitchen of the Round
I louse. They prepared such
items as vanilla cupcakes,
v(-getarian fried rice,
teriyaki chicken, spicy
chicken, vegetarian egg
rolls, and pork (>gg rolls.
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7. A trip to Heifer International in Little Rock allowed the
participants to view .lnimals that are sent to third world countries
to improve the live:. of the impoverished.
8. Asher Stroh (9) strolls through a greenhouse at Hc!ifer
International
9. Mr. Jeff lngle's group spent the morning creating robots. Then
they held competitions to sec which robot was beth.•r crafted. The
team of Kay, Waldroup and Criswell won.

..

Mic ae

•but tho-,e who wait for the LORD
shall renew their strength
they <ihall mount up with wings like
eagles, the\ shall run and nol b<'
wean.
the~· ,h,111 walk and not faint.•
/f;aiah-W:31

ran

Congratulations, J\ lichael, on graduating
and e ntering a \'Cry e\.citin~ sta~e ol vour life!
\\'e are so proud o( you and the person
you ha\'C become.
\Ve can 't wait for a11 that you will c.1ccomplish
in co llege and beyond. We arc so imprcs'-cd
bv all vour achie\·c ments so earlv in lifo.
1
\ \ c ar~• excited lo support you tl~rough your journey
to adulthood

Daniel
Haunert
We are so proud of the man
you have become!

\1an~· blcs~ing~ to come.

Mason,

Congratulations! We are so
proud of you, as a son, brother
and man. You are a leader,
continue on that path.
Remember to Always keep Goe
first and everything else will take
care of itself.
God has given you many talents
and strengths, use them.

(,

1~

Congratulations

Class of 2020

B hind go
all !I tJr mem
Before go
all your dret)
Around yo
all who love I
'1:Jithin you
,all you nee

Go forth and set the world on fire.
St. lg,,ntms 1if Loy11/a

/Love,
Mom, l>ad
and Landon

We are so proud of lhe man
you are becoming. We can't
wait to see what God has in
store for you! Ahvays
remember that there are no
traffic jams along the extra

mile.

We love you!
Mom, Dad and Andrew

Brandyn Brooks
Congratulations, Son!
We are so proud of you!
\!Ve are looking forward
to a great future for you.
We love vou.

Dad, M~m

Congratulations, Brandyn!
\Ve are so proud of you
and the young man
you've become!
LO\·e, Marc and Denise

Jacob
Friemel

Congratulations to our miracle!
You continue to be a blessing
to all of us, in good times and bad.
Dream big and follow vour heart
You will always ha,·e ti1e support
of vour ;] fans.

Love,
Dad, Mom, Matt
and the rest of the fam ily

Cory Schluterman
\\'here ha:. lhe lime gone? From our little bo~ lh,tt \HJUIJ nc,w bt' quit'! to the
carm~ rc~ro~1ble young man you an:- tod:w. you h,Hl' made m, proud. )ou
al~\',lH gt\l' 1~ ~our ~ .. l.:1nd ha\·e a _bnght hitureahl.'ad o!~uu. St,w !>lr<:lng in ,our
::1~hJ~~dc~~::

\\'l'

I~~ fir~t and ~ ou will .,uw.->cd

k:ecp vour hl•ad high, ,mill'. h~\'I.'

will alw.1y-. be hcre for ,·ou.
Love you,
\lum, Dad. Steven. Heather and Dakot.1

Matthew
Weidinan

- -.
We_areso proud of you, Matthew! You have rove
achievements, while balancing so many activfi.ics, :~:~~~bihlle:5 through your academic
S eammg the rank of F.agle Seoul. You
have shown great character and integritv b th
• Y e way you ha, e hved, loved and cared for }'Our family
and friends.
'W k h
May God continue to guide and protect
you. or ard and enjoy this next phase of your life,
a.c, you have your vears at Subiaco!
We love you,
Mom & Clay, Dad & Brandy,

RO, Tavlor, London & Brooklyn

Congratulations, Ethan

Oass of 2020

Remember when vou couldn't wait to follow vour brothers and
go to school at Subi, and now you can't wait io get out. You
have a bright future. Stay smart and always remember what
Subi has taught you. We are so proud of you!

Love, Mom, Dad and Evan
Nick, Jarah, Rhett and Stella
Jonas, Lacey and Landry

It's hard to believe your high school years have come to an end.
We are so proud of you and look fom·ard to see what your future
holds. Best of luck in atl you do.
We love you!
Dad, ·Mom, Haegen, Logan, Michael & Ava

H,wden,
Th~,.,~• ~ t 18 yea~ ha\·e flown by~ faqi It d~,; ni,1 <.el."m f'O"$ibll.' that our ,;;pom, lo\_ing,
cncrgdjc little boy 1-. now all grown up a_nd gradu.:mng high !>l:hOl.ll' It 1s ~d thal our httll'
t,o,· jc, grown. but we now hani your e"1tmg future to I01.1k h.1rwa~d to. \\ e know th.it
cod has great things in :,tore tor you. Haydl'n. and wl' c,1nm1t h·a,t to M'C all of your
SUCCC',~S in Jifc.
-..;0 nwth:r whl'rc life may lt!ad you or what <,lrugglc m.i.y rnme ~<1urway, ,,lw.i.\-,
rcmt?mbcr to turn to GoJ and He will get your throu~ an\lhing. t~aiall 40: 19-31
\\'e lo\'evou more lhan you will l'\·crkno\,, Haydl'n!
\\'l' .Ul' <,o proud of you
,ind the young man you are be,coming.
God Blc~~ niu Alwav!>,
\\'e lovl' v~u More!·
Lo\"l.•, ~fom and Dad
Khilev and Jackson
:Go~\ii/l1G,1d
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